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This study tompares the manner at whuh etitployent relations
problems MC resolved at Innninii011$ with (ollestlYe balgaintry curt
Mitts and those without %Wt ClittitiAt Is It rho describes how (ollerr
ively bargained agreements at portal have resulted in the develop«
rent of motr formal torillkt or:solution litetIlitti011ts in An WW1% of
higher education An analysis Anti descriptive surnmaty of grievance
fosesintes at

that
and Itortionttatt truittuttoni is ptovidea. h. it

wisteloded that the reliance on formal authority is greater and
grievance prowstures mote bequest( in (One( OW' bargaining 'intim.
Lions than in notthatgaining Mutations; however the trend is for the
broader rules of solidi( labor relations to move through all sectors of
the higher education totruturtity, The need Is undetmored for (on
tinning stusb, of different Slippromit he! to managing ettlployttle10 MIA
lions conllitIs, Both contracting Mut noncontrat Ong institutions arc
urged to keep thorough retort's of 411 bargaining efforts so that longi
tudinti studies (an he pet formed to provide it basis fat a (otnpletrly
systematic analysts that it 4101 postible At the pol.sent time. The
ittthor, Vivid W. 11"Itr, is an AsSisttot pritlessOr etlthation at the
University of Virginia at Vharloitesville
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Preface

'or report that follows stimmatice Italy undertaken in the 411
of 1973 with thOupixot of it grant Irt in the Institute of
F.ducation Thy \Oh( of the project was exploratory., and its goals
essentially descriptive:. While hypotheses are pursued, they are not,
in the usual fashion, "tested."

It was astonishing to us that data on grievance processing its higher
etititaliOn is its sparse and as unreliable as we found it to be How.
ever, the recently published work of Peach and laverniish1 reporting
on a field Rudy of grievance procesicng ire the steel industry, serves
as a reminder that the basic technique of grievaine processing is
responsible for the sparsity of data, Grievance procedure is normally
a low-level, informal, fired ,anonymous process of mutual accommoda
don. Its 'place in the array of conflictolitigating techniques an or,
ganiration might employ is precisely that of reaching settlements off
the record and out of the limelight, Accordingly, records of initial
grievance pursuit are virtually impossible to compile AMYs a broad
sample of institutions.. We have chosen from among reports we so
licked according' to our own best judgment of their reliability, and
the reader is urged to accept our results as tentative and perhaps
thoughtprovoking, tut not as definitiie.

Persistent labor and dogged pursuit. of "closure" during various
-phases of this study have been the invaluable contributions of Gene
Hobson and Thomas De Priest, both graduate students at the Univerkt
city of Virginia whose work 'centered-on this study for the better part
of a year, Special notice is due the work of Ronald P. Satryb, whose
thorough analysis of grievance processing under the SONY contrac
was both illuminating and insightful. In that sttly lay both data f
the present effort and certain building blocks in the concepts al
foundation we 'have employed. While our debt To these peopi
great, we of course do not in the process of acknowledgement hift
any of the burdens of responsibility for the shortcomings of is re,
port to their shoulders.

David , Leslie

'Peach. David and Robert Livernash, Grievants Initiation end/ Resolutui
A Study in Basic Sleet &Wm: Division of Research, Graduate. St fool of Rini
neat Administration, Harvard 'University, 1974.



Overview

This stilif!,- gout/ewes the way tIrhpkiyrtittrht whitlow, conflict lw

managed in two group, of iollegcs and tintsetsthes (1.). tine,e

press ul) involved in tiilicc liaigaming iclation,leips with fatuity,
and I:2) iliihe operating in a mote traditional mode of btolty ens,

loyment relations The two WI% of IthIlilifions are matched, perti-
nent docturients assembled. and a starves of experienie in eadi group
undertaken Grievance and-sitnillt prose lures ate ateilsred

The principal findings of the ytut can lie listed as follows

, 0) Procedure% in ((intim ts, aie a means to enforce and admintswi
the collettive bargaining agreement. honedure's at eiontontract rn
siituttons acct MOte often designed J'e letia (011111 resolution
mechanisms,

(2) Collectively bargained «Attracts introduce tights for the Lew
gaining agent in the processing of third partv.'s
teresis are added to the miqc of issnes in a given caw

(8) Grievancepros cacaos and due woos?, mechanisms &Oct in
structure. goals. and ;sstws the% are intended to handle

(4) Conti-act pitoccilmes introduce arbitration .a, the finA step in
grievance resoletiow

NoncOntraa procedures Incle ixer rtvic than r10 pro,

cedures in. negotiated .igreernents
(ti) Different unions approach grievant. ,oltitton in claim-tit isass,

and loo.41 institutional conditions play a sif nifitant tole in demount
ang the arbitration mobods used

(7) Use of formal procedure~ for resolving ccinflrit i4 lrigltrt at in
slituttorts that have negotiated contra( ts in Lou

(8) Arbitration of facility grievances hasocctitred only rarely, It has

been. far" inure ftequent, though. in the bargaining sector than ln. the
nonbargaining sector,. more frequent in the public i:CflOr than in the
private sector. and more frequent at multicamptis institutions.

(9) Institutions in the inonbargaining sector that have adopted pro
redoes silnilar to those, found in the'bingaining sector tend to be-
larger. more frequently under public control, more frequently
cited in the northeastern states, and more frequently offer the
baccalaureate or doctorate as their highest degree.

(10) State legislation is increasingly structuring the management of
conflict between faculty and their employing Institutions.,



L.

In general, thi,, Inlic5, totifirm., 111W tge=t1, l'-or .,ettilar, Mole UM
tervit 1st.* prlfrcethirat itilt-, AT gradnally seeping nun academic
practice Collet tise balgotimr ',11411,,, tat ttplekfilt the beginning of 3
more general vs-..kve orthatige that ,i'io 47s all:oct tots ,H1f1 tir-fte* of in

',10.701tOri, t4t Wile ilttfidt A iiiimbi t policy 1,8tIr'v. neftk attention
3; 3401.1310)11 of I IlVq_. ilit'%). 1119iit't tL' ;mutt*, ttoLitious proteeds. The
follciwing toots eitietged with -4-wc gaF i hr4r, ft f411 the findings and

.11141,A1% to the preMqit -41.4th.-
rite htlitted 4o*' of nto,t griek,Iloc proteclute (and similar

mechanisms) makes it i kat that ilit,y- i A not); seise to manage the ildt
...range of ilttlirKt in ,Iiiititintt tItqattlitittl :kite malts e MOM MUM
tar "shoaled and 111;timained to J,,itti, ifv.11mtimul tranquility.

If :formal dispine re,oliaton inecham-ms art adopted, reliance
should 'Still be plat,,I on informal atilltsIttIVItt ulielevet possible

Dengning a lomat procedute require:. attention 0) the place of
pm review, the number of Nte.PS. ICtittited in the appealsladder; and
the nature of top level admMiscrators' involvement., 'the goals of the
larger procei.s ticed to direct thlISIWIs Ott thee questionv.c,sentially
the trut tore should pitivide both prompt and crionable relief

rhe Nepnaz e goals of glievance protedures and due' process
mechanisms should guide the development tit separate mediatitints to
hindle the differing reeptiternents of these prat edurin.

The place cri bargaining .agents' rights u conflict sttuatiorn mina
he consideted Most negotiated ((nitwits pnwide tot some role for
the agent, and thus intioduce a third patty to the aduistment prates
flow, that inmost might best be at commothi wit shoold he a matter
for discussion &tiring negotiatiO,

Arbitration can be Included in -grieva ne protedutes without.
posing an unreasonable threat to institute inal autonomy: Careful
circumseripf:ion of the arbitrator's powers and informal compromises
at the early .:stages of conflict resolution tan -maintain the internal
control traditionally- ,lefended in academic communities.

Finally, WO basic thrusts for future research are posed careful
analysis Of the process of grievance resolution is due This analysis
should emphasize the operation of informal stages of adjustment, the
issue' pattern that occupies the procedure, the roles of dr111101159 arbf.
tratom and courts, and the efficiency of the process in reaching con-
clusive reiOlUttertS. The second research direction emphasizes strategy
longitudinal study should begin in the early stages of collective bar-
gairtin7, relationships so that trends and new developments will be
dearer, We eipecially urge individual institutions to keep and-main-
tain valid and thorough records to make .atbscquent analysts possible'

2
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Introduction

The gea.al 1411 11M 4111.1'. low",1's 10 is amitir the urttiiast of collegr.tive
bargaining ilp011 1e,c1lith Lti

.in American higher ediriatiooy..
Collective bargaining represents 41'-new. and widespread way for

faculty and institutions of higher education to reach agreement about
employment policies OW relation,,, in February 1975, -collectively
bargained agreernetnikosered Waits tt 19!, 411140110111 t'keI4 1975).

And by September .(971, '21 states pioYaclect bargaining rights to at
least soine factritY in their lttttrlic inytittiohs of !WOW,' echitatio4: lit
both number of agreements in 'force and the availability
of Itte eigh( to 'Nilo tit col/fit ise bargaining lus "in at le stearh heaci-..

way dining the past ten sears: and it shows esers soip,n of continuing

its spread, Accordingly, fliis stud v.a4 cicsgned a' a preliminary de,
scriptive effort, to understand mone of the changes and developments
that might accontriany this new mode of at employment re-
lations..

Specifically attention was focused on the provisions to collective
bargaining agreetnenoi (or the management of conflirt,between iii
dividual faculty and their employing institttton 'nth approach wa.,
premised upon the assumption that the way an which asocial voter')
resolves 'for manages) us internal conflicts is a kec element fn
stability and productivity, Academic employment ibng
b'etn a matter of intense concern to college and universities; as well
as to the ,acadernic profecacin at Large The emergence of the
Amerizan Asuxiation of l7niversitV Professors o'AAlt,P) an. 1915, and
its (011111100th efforts to define and defend fatuity rights is repre
sentative of this concern. Clearly,.,, some of the mot explosive carripth
iSSUel of the past ten years !lase resolvecl,around problems of aca=

.demic freedorri, tenure. and allied personnel lotestions. The mord
rent problems of retrenchment facing many iristittitions mike it
certain that conflict over personnel issues will 'only intensilv in the
-.coming .years,

Thus, the ratio I behin #his study emphasizes the' role col,
lettive bargaining might flay a potehtially divisive area, Manage..
went of conflict in emplo.,nie t relations is assurned to be crucial to
the continued staftility and internal integrity of the academic process

Specific questions for sttacly were derisyd horn expectations

tstitatieur cnflifit is riOsugeile,

3
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lovlsw of Itto fated WO..

40"
,;*

tilkit Of-i!gor %C.,z1t .t'Itt".ieW t t e iniplittanceof
I yotent-,Atabqiti

preAluctiteity,- tcvitw the_protifero in AG3,tletni
0,ttaltior.; Jud. to tituat3 a tittlW itty iotlielTs.conterning the its-

oteollo,tiv,e himahiing. thawigtquicut.in higher educa,
tq quemiintri. frxk Atli are tit,2itho irifo 56ime writoth.

ceirAthee Actv.,Ne.14-0,,F m !tsivelyv, eine Orgimplaitort5 a

1.MiK tItt 111'.4 both endemic In .

Pik iotiat tcl,iti'oto :Lind tAt ikitlfirt academic, orga,
niatior,IN It es not ilECC-Wirti Ort- ttaktititskllieW of _either

thcoietit..41 .arm' entpitiE,11 uotk,,accomplithes this'
anther %ell

Ctstri (164M-0 :t*ork perhapke*eroplailf in' the .school of
incAti* a..ortflict a, ftOtit rctlittral 4witi film:tonal in the ,

life of Ad ife L c the rook., of etinflict in., ompetition
for anti p6toict aril Ususgrkt; ttiitt the ilIttinicS of the

milicOng tettri0134iip emill deper d. upon <the 4941. stricture
.it Teprmatativei of thkwe set out in
thetnie of cetillict 4Bou1ch rig 0517i: Dajocittioti 19584,*

Whole tettliii( ps ttatOr.ti -tittiviTtOIL in the perwetfte adopted
here U., trot %'ititotit iftotto;onal thikaterting aspects,. Civif
-4314, 4mi other lorops. of irma,k,tcniViiilente citapt uitli sufficient

itecinerict: einphasite tins point. 'Te iptelton. iklitTtfier

stoat tffainctional 4-onflitt reporstnr4. a' brokcrowit of the
vgi,:ri) 14 as breakdown...of thcz IttfailA lot dealing with the conflicts

that kftl thr 14tret yirt4.06 he fortner ff,Li rnatr,
And er,1i# caine-:* it, to. mtpb4kcire thrs int ;If inethattimii%

Brien*, thcfkr are ,kpteral, impottant zheorkN'abotit t to rrmitnaK onititt

wzf conflat that' tAtt, Otte argue: that the optiiin*
f3cAriF, .arh7' ttitec deatilo4, INIX-r6on,, or t,taCt(til
1,a)monticttr ot)6, p 73) tihvzoii4,,,., wi43.4dri.4.1v.:11.9r Cla'apc ;tnothfr,
option, but" ttie iniportante of ray l,. inverseh pro.
pairlion;i1 tit thc AbiliIN of potte.,, cc, witlidtziw. In the. diva
this eotrteclrr notilk tittett,atoon f)tadlotli i an ondeoenttable sole
ztrn anti nothing. kitrw' thin 5Intrile went,
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arnt ol exisniug realifies.;:frretatre- .n. Cott( , as Dahl takes great
pains tolemon'sliate, Is Null. tostlY and not a guarantee 01 anything
unite tit sliort-tvrm adMstment '1`ttti; onlv when a !Astern is con-
ittocted that ''entouragei.o consultation. negotiation., the exploration
Of alternatives, and the a.earch silt .inutuallv beneficial solutions," is
the,peacefill adjustment optimi av:rilable (Dahl 19h3, r j7i, Boulding
views the law aria institutions of government as sQh a system
Basically:the hinction of a contlict -manage.ment'sYstem is to prevent
the ilfittlItiLitiOtt of tensions., .tri resolve specific conflicts at the pciint
of °pont mandotation.,and to drain 'off the interest of temporarily
involved trilivrilual.S in further tonflitt (Kett 14Trli Upset 1960),

How atoc given mechanism will operate r() arwmplists these goals is
naturally, a matter of the culture of the particular Nodal sxstein.
PrOfedWiti methods seem to dominate in set illar Western democracies,
while other rttethtxi. prevail in, min-c.'ttatlitirnial Eastern cultures, and
still different approaches characterize tribal or pritnitiye societies,
Pruitt 09721 has suggiisted a useful- taxonomy of approaches Cont-
posed of two to.tiol bargainilfg and norm-following, He sub.
divides noriratilloing into three levels of 11.011th that govern the
adjustment process:

fontentliktiffie ?tries. 'which ipcctfs the apptopttAte ;9111tioli for the tspe
at issues rn question, equa) mks, Its which the-disrute ts se. Wen on the
basis of some interpretation of the notions of (Arum or reetprocill; 4tia
41-mitrai respenttivenem, in whith each patty makes contusions um the
extent that the oilier pater demonstrates its need for these concesuott$
(Pittitt 1974 p. 13-4,136)

Bargaining, unless regulated as labor.mat agernent relations are, tends
to involve the 1144: of power although it can probably be successfully
classified. as a mutual- adjustment:mechanism that fails short of overt
coercion,. Noni.following will often involve the intervention of a-
third party charged by society with the protection and equitable ap-
plication of relevant norms. So the courts and less formal institutions,
such as fact.iinders, mediators, and arbitraton, become impokant
agents in systems that are mature enough to have dependable norms
for conflicting parties to follow.

As fundamental conflict conditions in highri education, such as
the current economic and recent political crises, increase in scope and
importance. the integrity and performance of the system's means for
handling the conflict become proportionally more crucial to the sur-,

viva, of the syStem itself. Thus, while a crisis situation in higher
education may focus 'iention on problems of economic support or

6
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presidential_ search, maintenance of the institution's system fin allocat
ing value and adjusting grievances is also of major significance in
ensuring long -term stability. Understanding how colleges and uni-
versities manage their most salient conflicts is therefore important in
the present context for Ob'vioas reasons.

One factor that makes this understanding more imperative is the
increasing trend to impose norms .on the conflict resolution process.
When internal system' fail to adjust inequities and grievances, com-
plainants increasingly have turned away from the academic com-
munity and toward 'the broader, s cular political system for guidance
and norm enforcement. So `TaloOtt. Parsons has observed:i .

/ .. .i
These circumstances asentially make the ataderbie system an integral
part of the generally pluralistic rodeo. with its egalitarian strains,. and
its commitments to equality/of opportunity as well as equatitv of basic
citizenship rights, its unerialistic legal sstesn, nk modified version
of free enterprise, and its/liberal political instal: (Parsons 1968, p. 188)./ .

The shifting of norm/and standards for both substance and pro-;
cedure to external #thority has been viewed as costly in many-re- i

spects. Fears that the academic community will lose its traditions of
profes:sional excel! Ice and autonomy (Carr and VanEyck, 1973) find,
apprehentiveness about the raw costs in Money and manpower of
providing due focess, professional negotiating teams, and legal de-
fense (ThirYea ,and Fisk, 1973) seem somewhat justified on the basis
of experience/

While thFicosts may be clear, 'similar knowledge of the benefits of
this shift t ward external authority and secular norms-is not presently
organize( Nor is it even clear what criteria should be applied in as-

..
sessing e benefits. For example, is defense of one student's (or
profess r s, or administrator's) right to free speech worth institutional
disru titan? Or is stability the goal to be sought above all else?' How
com atible are the goals of individual rights and institutional in-
ter sts in the first place? If there were clear answers to these questions

i the cultural nctrnis and imperatives, the research and policy form -
ion tasks would he simple. As matters stand, however, there is

ontintting philosophical argument over these questions, as there has
' been for centuries. All that seems reasonable to attempt at this stage
is a descriptive analysis of what sort of behavior accompany the cur-

-

rent shift to More universal modes of conflict resolution within
/ academe. .0
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Confhetc Htgher :Itication

S=P

Persistent conflict between faculties and institutions-of higher
education seems to have stemmed horn certain tevolutionary de.
selopmen that had their toots in the 19th century. The scientific
industrial, and democratic mosements of the last tendril led colleges
to new gods and practices, is well as to,new clienteles and functions,
that were radicalls diflete9i born those so rigidly. accepted in earlier
sears.

Out of this shifting in concept about the proper goals, functions,
and practices of higher education :emerged a basic debate over
the proper role for faculty. Fronr' their subservient position
vis-i-vis institutional authority And sectarian doctrine, the faculty be-
gan to emerge as a class of worldly And scholarly professionals. Ger-
man training, thq cosmopolitan camaraderie of .emergent, profes-
sions. and the new media of, professional ,journals apparently led
faculty to a concept of their role that put their forever at odds with
institutional'creeds and expectations. Knowledge rather than students,
science rather than religion, power rather than piety, and intellectual
freedom rather than institutional loyalty outlined the shift in the
faculty's collective personality structure (Metzger 1955; Rudolph
1962; Veysey 1965)'.

By. the early 1900's,. an extended period of bargaining had begun
over the rights, responsibilities, and appropriate role for faculty. The
American Association of University Professors (AAUP),_ a newly
emergent professional interest group, was formed in 1915, and
negotiated with institutional interest groups, such as the Association
of America& Colleges (AAC) and the American Council on Educa- -
don (ACE), over succeeding decades with respect to appropriate
norms for faculty relations (Joughin 1969).

These norms were, and remain, the prime set of collectiYe stand-
ards for 'faculty and institutional behavior governing the major con-
flicts-between the two sets ofinterests.Implict is the recognition that
differences of interest do. in fact exist.. Factilty,and institutions of
higher education cannot withdraw from each other, but they do have
to face inevitable conflict over economic security, academic freedom,
working conditions, and institutional government. There have, how-
ever, been profound social, economic, and political changes in the
purpose, function, and culture of the university since this norm-
articulation process began in the 1920's. State and federel- support of
both institutions.and faculty (not to mention students) have intro-
duced new power equations into old relationships.. A massive 'expan-

,
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sion of institutions with the port -war influx of students pluralized
and seculariied colleges and uni'ersities in short order. And the
university in the middle of this protess,became a more loosely defined
and controlled battlefield on whk h forces with competing interests
nd ideologies fought over es and control. In consequence, as
Daniel Bell has pointed out:

to the extent that the university is part of"the society, it is subject to
forces boondr is control; but there has also been a specific loss of trust
(among constitutents) because of the increasing amorphousness of the in
atitution itself, for the question constantly Oset is itself: to what and to
whom does one owe lovalt?" (Bell 1971, p. 154).

Agreement over ends and processes declined, and conflict became in-
creasingly open and coercive during the 1960's.

Thus, recent years have seen new bursts of norm-seeking as aca-
demic institutions and the various interests groups that populate them
have attempted to reach new agreements on the appropriate rules by
which to relate to one another. In some cases this has meant looking
outward to the broader society for rules, which has occasionally
meant the application of constitutional standards. In other cases this
has meant the resort to increasingl" coercive relationships and the
emergence of collective bargaining between faculty and institutions.

,Rationale for the Present Study
Two points have been established. The importance of conflict

management to the stability and productivity of social systems has

been outlined. Siinilarly, the basis of increasing conflict within
academic institutions has been explored and the attendant decay of
normative solutions to those conflicts has been briefly noted As
faculty and institutions increasingly begin to bargain with one
another to reach strategic solutions to their most pressing conflicts,
we should observe the kinds of solutions they choose. More spe-
c:Yically, because bargaining can be interpreted from one point of
view as behavior that occurs in the absence of norms that regulate the
voluntary behavior of parties toward each other, the kinds of changei
in the relationship that bargaining introduces are of special interest.

Two kinds of effects are likely. One class of effects will be on the
definition of equity, and on the content-specific expectations each
side has of the other. Thtis, we expect to find clauses dealing with
salaries and fringe benefits as well as clauses that define workload,
hours, provisions for office supplies and supporting services and the
like. But a second class of effec6 will lie in the way.the pariies agree
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to handle disputes over the meaning of these norms as well as dis-
putes over issues not defined in the contract.

It is-in this second area that most observers of collective bargaining
agree that the important parts of contract administration exist (Carr
and Van Eyck 1973, p. 216). Here, normally through the provisions of
a grievance procedure, the two sides test each other in a continuing
probe for definition of their rel nship.

So the analysis of collective bar fining agreements is important on
two levels. First, what kinds of equity and specific behavioral ex-
pectations,are established as a result of bargaining, and, second, how
do the partieb agree to handle continuing conflict.

*This study has focused only on the second area, asking essentially
what difference the bargaining relationship has made in the pro-
cedures used to resolve continuing conflict. No attempt has been
made to observe the sources of conflict that persist beyond a con-
tracturaNgreement. Rather, a narrow' attempt has been made to
study only\ the structure of grievance procedures, with a supple-
mentary effort to determine the. extent to which these procedures
have actually been used. The 'grievance procedure is not the only
means foicconflict management under a contract. "Meet and discuss"
sessions and other provisions are' also used to' a greater or lesser
extent. Bue4lie grievance procedure, as a universal,element of col-
lective bargiirring agreements (all of our analyzed .,contracts con-
tained one), and as an important device in theya rrninistration of a
contract, was used as a measuring stick.- It seems to be the single
most prominent deVice introduced through bargaining, although. the
data show it has also appeared in institutions not in a bargaining re-
lafiOnship with faculty.

Conflict Management under 'Collective Bargaining
A seriesof basic questions for study and assumptions about what

might emerge in the way of trends will be posed in this section.
First, collective bargaining is usually a -process regulated (in the

public sector) by state law and by state administrative agencies.
Grievance processing in contract language;is sornetimes stipulated or
regulated by statutes or rules. Thus, one lem for study is to de-
scribe the range ind nature of state laws g dispute settlement
in public employee contracts. A similar pr em is presented by the
existence of state regulated grievance procesSing for public emplOy-
ees even where no negotiated contract is in force. To some extent we
can perceive the outlines of a general trend toward the centrally con-
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trolled,pro&ssing of all public employee grievances regardless of the
presence or absence of collective bargaining.

A second area of concern to obset vets of developing bargaining re-
lationships rests with the,role of external sources of power and
authority in resolving disputes. This concern has two principal
parts: (1) the role of unions themselves, and .(2) the role of agents,
specifically courts and arbitrators, with powers to make binding de-
cision_

.

The question regarding unions can be simply stated, but really has

a number of components. The special interests and sources of power
labor organizations bring to the conflict resolution process are many.
No longer are disputes conducted merely between single faculty mem-
bers or even groups of similarly situated faculty. A very, large pro-
portion of effective contracts explicitly protect the union's right to
participate in the grievance process independently of the individual
grievant's desires or interests, While most grievance procedures pro-
tect the individual's right to file and appeal his own case, many also
restrict appeals beyond a certain level to the union's decision. In a
number of cases, only the union (or the institution) can invoke arbi-

-ration. So the issue becomes one of how individual unions approach
(1) the negotiation of a grievance procedure and the elaboration of
their own rights within its provisions, and (2) the use of the pro-
cedure once it is in effect.

Tht is substantial speculation and some research reported in the
literature on the differences and varying approaches of the several
Major organizations currently representing faculty .in higher educa-
tion (Mortimer and Ross 1975). A detailed look at varying character-
istics of the unions on a national level is presented by Carr and Van
Eyck (1973)..No recapitulation in detail is necessary, but a brief state-
ment of expectations should be presented. The American Federation
of Teachers (AFT) is the most. Militant and labor-oriented of, the
three major organizations. It is affiliat01 with the AFL-CIO, accepts
the legitima4 of the strike, and views faculty-institution relations as
fundamentally adversary. Shared and professionally based authority
seem alien concepts to the AFT, academic traditions notwithstanding.
On the opposite end of the continuum is the American Association
of University Professors (AAUP), the traditional representative of the
norms of academic professionalism. Collective bargaining was not
something the AAUP willingly or readily embraced as, a legitimate
mode of faculty-institution relations. Rattier, the AAUP has Ibeen,
a traditicinal advocate of full participatory rights for faculty in in-

;
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stitutional governance. Their position in support of a shared re-
sponsibility for the enterprise of higher education put them in op-
position to the concept of the inherently adversary relationship be-

"manageinent" and "labor" or administration and faculty as
seen through the philosophical position of the AFT. So, as the AFT
a vocated bargaining, the AAUP advocated a strong senate in which
at4rohority world be shared between the principal custodians of the
academic community.

The National Education Association (NEA) has had a mixed
history on the issue of collective bargaining. It 'originally opposed it,
was later more or less forced to accept it or lose membership and
finally adopted a position in favor. In many ways, the NEA took a
position for public school teachers quite analogous to that of the.
AAUP for professors. Its extremely large size gives it economic re-
sources with which to pursue the bargaining role much more ef-
fectively than the AAUP, which in, recent years has been in difficult
straits economically, and which has been losing membership as
well (Carr Ind Van Eyck 1973; Garbarino 1975, p. 88).

The NEA and the AFT_have merged in some areas and this joint
organization represents a number of faculty bargaining units. No
specific predictions are offered regarding this merged representative,.
but cognizance is 1 aken'of special patterns that may emerge as an
effect not so much of the two organizations in tandem as of the in- _

teraction between the two formed out of the merger. .

Finally, a number of faculty tinits'haye elected to have a local, un-
affiliated agent represent them at the bargaining table. This is an
infrequently selected opti.on, and seems to have occurred primarily
in the private sector. The chacter of local independent agents is,
not readily discernible, but can probably be viewed as a rejection of
the more overt forms of unionism. Some strong reasons must arguably
exist for a faculty to reject the obvious advantages of electing an
experienced, professional, and powerful agent, and it is not always
clear why faculty have done so. As in the case of the NEA-AFT
merger, we offer no specific hypotheses as to the effect of independent
agents on the conflict resolution processlOur initial suspicions
merely consisted of a vague supposition that independent agents
would fall somewhere to the conservative side of the AAUP if they
differed at all.

In sum, we expected to find substantial differences among ttie
structures of grievance procedures negotiated at least by the three
major organizations. The AFT procedure should look more like a .
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strict adversary proceeding; the AAUP procedure should reprpsent a
considerable measure of shared responsibility. The NEA should fall

between these extremes. One. would further expeq the AFT tO be
an active grievant, to pursue grievances through the appeal evels,

and to work to overturn administrative decisions by arbitration. The
AAUP, one might expect, would place considerable emphasis on re-
solving conflicts informally, thus holding appeals down and avoiding
arbitration in favor of compromise and 'mutual responsiveness. Again,
the NEA was expectedto fall somewhere between these two ex-
tremes. All of these expectations represent a more or less clumsy re-
liance on the,conventional wisdom. As we shall see, more sophisti-
cated theory is needed to explain the kinds of results that we ulti-
mately obtained. At least, however, we know from two careful studies
of grievance processing in New York 'that union interests, as distinct
from either faculty interests or institutional interests, do enter into
the operation of a grievance procedure (Angell 1972; Satryb 1974).

And It gardless of specific predictions that seemed plausible at the
outset of this study, it was clear that we should be sensitive to the
impact of union interests on the patterns *thato conflict resolutions
begin to take once the agent has been chosen,

The other question Concerning outside authority or power and the
conflict resolution process resolves 'around how, formerly final in-
stitutional rights to dispense justice, which are usually vested in the
board of control or delegated to institutional officers, 41re altered to
include external authority through 'arbitration or other mechanisms.'
Duryea and Fisk anticipated alterations in this way:

In institutions with union contracts governing boards will no !onyx
serve as courts of final ippeal. Every indication is that upon signing an
agreement boards will lose this role. Contractual provision and arbitra.
tion'will become the final recourse (Durye4 and Fisk, 1972).

Again, the relevant questions focus on both the structtire of the pro-
cedure and on its actual application. How often is binding -arbitra-
tion a part of contracts negotiated in higher educatictt? What are thr
powers of the arbitrator and how are they circumscribed? How often
is arbitration actually employed? It is easy to visualize the tremendous
impact of arbitration on institutional control at trustees are reduced
to a state of helpless partisanship before the neutral justice dispensed
by an outside agent. Instead of retaining final authority and respon-
sibility for institutional policy, the trustees might under this new
model become simply plaintiffs or defendants, partisans instead or

, 2
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guardians of the trust. The grounds for these fears are substantial.
Preliminary study indicates the widespread reliance on binding ar-
bitration as the final step in grievance procedures (Leslie' and
Satryb 1974; Mannix 1974). However, empirical data that would
temper these fears with knowledge of limitations on the scope of the
arbitrators' authority, an understanding of the frequency or lack of it
with which issues escalate through grievance procedures to arbitra-
tion, and a sense of the union's role in this process are badly needed.

In a preliminary study of ten grievance procedures, Finkin (1973)
observed wide variance in the structure of the mechanisms. He sug-
gested that:

The agreements surveyed in the foregoing illustrate a broad spectrum in
approach from the almost noncontract style of internal faculty grievance
proceseng of Rutgers University to the pure administrative appeal-arbitra-
tion route with some variations including intermediate peer review. It
wo4c1 be expected that a variety of factors, most notably the degree of
mutua respect between administration and faculty, the degree to which
professional attitudes are shared. and the character of the institution.
will strongly influence the style of the resultant procedure (Finkin 1973,
p. 84.)

His observations Aid hypotheses suggest institutional characteristics
are an independent source of variance in conflict resolution strat-
egies under bargaining agreements. Moskow (1971.) has similarly
postulated an association of institutional characteristics with variance
in conflict resolution. An outline of the salient institutional character-
istics emerges from these and other studies.

First, it is clear that community colleges (associate degree granting
institutions) should differ from other institutions. Their faculty, mis-
sions, and general mode of -faculty-administrative relations are often
assumed to be different in important ways from similar components

,of four-year,colleges 4nd universities. For one thing, a large proportion
of their faculty often come from secondary schools *stems where
collective bargaining is and has been well-established. Not only
are they receptive to the bargaining model, they are often experienced
in its operation. Similarly, they function more explicitly under em-
ployer-employee relationships with their institutions. Faculty at other
types of higher educational institutions tend to differ in the patterns
of professional development, previous socialization, experience, and
pattern of association and loyalties. Even without these differences,
community college faculty differ from faculty at other kinds of in-
stitutions in, a wide variety of characteristics, from highest degree to
workload to attitudes (Bayer 1973; Ladd and Lipset 1973; Garbarino

C
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1975). It is further worth noting that tommunity colleges ale deviant
within the higher education universe for the greater rate at which
they have been organized into bargaining relationships. So we ex-
pected major differences to occur in the evolution of conflict resolu-
tion procedures at community colleges. These differences presumably

pull away from the traditional model of professional relationships
am g a community of, peers and toward the more traditional trade-
tin, model, with explicitly adversary relations rather than mutual
res siveness as the rule. Thus, there would be less in the way of
peer review and fewer joint decision-making efforts in the various
stages of the grievance procedure at community colleges.

Anothcr important source of institutional influence on the bar-
gaining relationship ought to be found in the distinction between
private and public institutions. As noted earlier in this review, public
sector labor relations are increasingly ftulated by statute and/or
rules of administrative agencies. The private sector is less reliant on .
outside authority, having been lef largely to .its own devices as far
as internal conflict resolution is oncerned, Private institutions, in
short, have been considerably less subject to externally imposed
norms in the area of conflict resolution which, over the past decade,
has been marked by legal intervention in public sector institutions.
We should expect this to appear in the structure' and processing of
grievances. The specific forms of anticipated differences were difficult
to outline, but in general focused on the degree of formality of the
procedures. More informal and mutual decision making was ex-
pected, as well as less reliance on outside authority in the form of
arbitrators in relation to the bargaining mechanism and the actual

processing of grievances through it.
An important institutional factor that should receive attention is

the level of conflict experienced over time. Presumably high-conflict
institutions will differ from low-conflict institutions on the basic di-

mensions under study here. No explicit survey of conflict levels was
attempted (aside from the attempt to describe levels of grievance
processing tinder contracts), but previous studies led to some expecta-
tions. Specifically, internal institutional conflict appears to be the
most intense and widespread at the emerging state colleges and uni-
versities.

Darkenwold's (1971) investigation of perceived conflict by depart-
ment chairmen at different types of institutions was helpful. He
hypothesized that tension between professional and bureaucratic
authority would be greater at "medium-differentiated" institutions
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than at either may ieS 'when, professional authority would pre-
-.

surnabls be secure of at the oriaqpationally simpler institutions,
where bureaucratic authority wool ' presumatly be secure. His sur-
vey of department chairmen turned up the highest levels of per.
(dived tension .antl conflict at the rtudironalifferentiated institutions,
which «wrespond roughly to Dunham's class of emerging state col-._
leges., and universities. if .

this .(ontention holds, then we should
expect a clustering or this kind of institution, with .respect to con-
flict resolution patterns as well.

We have no explic.it theory to guide us, but we have introduced the
variable, of geographic location to our analysis..The sample (popula-
tion for the contact };coup) is national and previous work indicates
that geography is associated with variance in government-related
characteristics. Paltridge, Hurst, and Morgan (19741) found with re-
spect to board-of-control decision patterns .thar,

the region of the countrs in which groups of the sample institutions
were locatert prosed to be a Nariable more related to similar decision
patterns than other .variables related to sire or composition of the boards
iPaltridge. Hurst and Morgan 1974, p. 56).

Regional variations also played avrominent role in Blatt's (1975)
study.' of university organization. Aniong his salient findings were that

tyfaculty at small colleges in the northeast show low relative level. of
institutional loyalty,. that selection of students proceeds according to
different criteria in the northeast, from other regions, and that
southern institutions -are characterized by less democratic faculty gov-
ernment and more bureaucratized administrative authority than col-
leges in other regions. These data-based findings supersede assertions
by Jencks and Riesman (1968, p. 178-179) that regional differences
are being washed out of American cultural life, as vryll as. out of
academic life. In this respect the academic resolution May not be as
powerful an equalizer over regional boundaries as once supposed. We
simply note that regional'Ivariance is anticipated, but stop short ofd
directional predictions, since further study of regional variance is
needed before clear predictions are possible. But we do expect non-
contract institutions to parallel the distribution of collective bar-
gaining by region in their propensity to adopt practices closer to the:
labor relations model.

), So ,institutional characteristics are taken to be a final source of
in conflict management practices. Type of control (public-

private), level of professionalism, level of predicted internal conflict,
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and geogiaphic location all -corm ibuted to the analstit al designs that

Sc4er constructed Specific predictions could not be offered on all of
these variables, but general expectations sere formulate&

(1) Distinct patterns would obtain for the public. and private k
sector, with the public sector more formalized in both union and nork
union groups. Within We' public sector, there are various combina-
tion of control patterns, primarily in the division of state anti. local
responsibility. 1.04cat-control, it was assumed, would lead to a rimer
approximation of .private-.«mtrol-palterns than state control

(2) Commimity colleges, (Verlag as they do From other tines of
institutions on various measures of faculty piolessionalization. should
differ mo(t from universities insthe direction of more formalized labor
relations practices. How the intemediate types (WA, and Al-A. grant-
ing institutions) wduld behave was not explicitly predictable, but it
was assumed that they would, fall between community colleges and
univeitities.

(3) *merging state colleges (basically, although not entirely, our
M.A. degree granting group) show! present a distinct profile in keep-
ing with our predicted level of conflict hypothesis, More highly de-

.' viloped procedures as well as high patterns of use should emerge
this sector.

. (4) Caecti;ve hat-gaining has primaril7- ht.en a phenomenon of the
northeast quadrant of the U.S. Noncontract institutions in north-
eastern accrediting regions should be adhering more closely to. the

"bargaining model" than noncontract -institutions elsewhere. NO
underlying theory predicts this, except that regional and local cul ure
apparently play a role in the militance of faculty.

All of this is important as an. approach to an impact study because
we need to resist the temptation to attribute all of the variance we
observe to the bargaining/nonWrgaining split. Rather, we are sug
Besting variance in conflict resolution practices,, is also influenced
by instaulibnai characteristics.

The foregoing questions are raised without berr'tit of alcoherent
conceptual focus on, theelements of conflict management \patterns,
Such -a coherent focus is as yet beSiond, our grasp (Rapoport 1974,
p. 6). However, this i no reason to despair of bringing at least some
descriptive order to the field in Which importatn, -developments seem
to' be altering the formulae that hold our institutions of higher edu-
cation, together as stable and pre duc'tive organizations.

AIL of the queStions posed need to be answered with regard to our
impact question: How do matched institutions,...one set organized and -
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essirrand Who*

The central! purPote a the Study itas to de be the impact of
ccillettively bargained agreements upon detelopment and use of
formal conflict, tut a medialligft. All institutions co it by
negotiated' cov, ,;- as of September 1973 were identified. This
.population of inwlintions Afrjfi matched by at emitted group :,elf institu-
tions which weir sienilar in Silt, type and ievet or contra, ikeographi,
cal. region, and level of-ttegree offering: None of the institutions in,
the matched (ample had a collective bargaining agreement With their
faculty at the time of the study- A Survey was conducted to (a). obtain
koni;ACtii, handbook's. and other institutional 'tfocumerft. and (b)
egablish a lititory of the use of those procedutes. between September
1969 and September 1973,

The primary source -of information cOncerning the -poptilation of
"hazgaining.*" institutions WO *loaf article-in the April 30. 1973.
Chorlick of Higher EthitYliuM. Subseejuentspress reports of collective
bargaining activity were- tollowid up, and -cora:rates with the Aca
drink, Collective Bargaining Informartin Service.. the National Center
for the Study of Collective Bargaining in _Higher Education, The
American Federation of Tracheas OFT). the $4acional Fatteation
Association (EA), the Americtin.Asstniation of .University Professors
(AAUP), and srholati. actisve in the field were nude to verify the list
rat institutiorts with contracts, "tom lack of an official information
srstem made this phase of the project more difficult than it might
otherwisequve iaeett hutkerrots of sampling seem to hate been in the
direction tri overineltilion a number institutions contacted indi-
oted due 'contracts were still Iteing neg6tiated at that time.

Complete information was obtained horn` 63 petonn of the-original
universe of '167 bargaining institutions 'and ft kin 61 moot of the
matched sainsdi of control institutions, Partial data TeCeileVd from an
additional 6 percent of the bargaining institutions and an additional

,19,-peircenr of the control institutions, Data from the State University
, of New Volk (SUM), a tiltiOnjled institution, were available in the

report -of Satryla's.1197:1) study.. The City University of New York
(C111141,) was omitted horn this study for oveiral reasons.' it was tan.
matchable. its 'CV/eritnee in the bargaining 'relation.ship hits' been
*Mohr trotted si bi-orusseci4 and it 'continues to be the object of
do4 study* by its. 61n Natibnal. Center for the Study of Colleceitte
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Results

Introduction
This section is organized around several strands of inquiry. A
Ariptive summary' is prov ded of grievance procedure structure

both in contract and noncon ract cases; patterns of grievance pro-
cessing are explored and var ation in these patterns according to
certain institutional character stics are discribeth data from non-
contract institutions are exam; red to establish preliminary assump:
tions about correlates of, forma grievance mechanism adoption; an
analysis of the impact Of xollec ive bargaining on modes of conflict
resolution is given, _mut finally, z. brief description of representative
state legislation as it affects grievance processing is presented.

The data that form the core of this section are "far from perfect.
The response rate and reliability of the returned instruments leave
the conclusions open to some question. However, there are points to
consider in favor of the data's utility; namely, no similar information
has yet been .collected elsewhere and so rival hypotheses that appear
elsewhere bear. the burden of substantiation. Also, there does not ap-
pear to be any immediate hope of obtaining better results short of a
systematic and highly reliable longitudinal investigation. The "one:
shot" survey attempted here suffered from generally inadequate in-
stitutional record systems on grievance processing, as well as from
the normal information-decay attendant to most mailed surveys. A
replkation should build-in careful ilmtrols and a longitudinal di-
mensioni 'while perhaps sacrificing some sampling breadth. Repeated
"one-shot" studies, surely the most likely source of data on collective
bargaining in the foreseeable future, will form the basis for a multi-
plying number of master's and doctoral theses, but they will provide
onlyja randomly integrated base from which to observe trends and
developing qualities in the collective bargaining relationship. Thus,
while the present study has accumulated and analyzed important
baseline information, a longitudinal study should be the preferred
approach.

Structure of Grieva nce Procedures
Contract procedures are designe d to serve as mechanisms for the

enforcement and administration of the collective bargaining agree-
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ment. Procedures in noncontract institutions are designed to serve as
all-purpose, conflict management mechanisms.

Contract and control group grievance procedures were compared on
the scope of issues that could be processed under existing under-
standings. Table 1 presents the range of grievance matters in the
contract procedures we reviewed. Histograms illustrate the number
of cases in which those definitions of a grievance were observed. No
assumption of exclusivity should be made in reading Table 1. Some
procedures are elaborate in specifying what a grievance is and may be
represented in more than one "total" figure in the table; that is, a
grievance definition may be comprised of several of the sample
definitions presented below.

Limits or explifit definitions of one kind or another were much
ktore likely to be placed on contract grievance procedures than on
noncontract procedures in our sample. Of 96 analyzed contract pro-
cedures, only 9, or 9.4 percent, could be characterized as totally open
with resitect to the definition of a grievable matter. Of 63 non-
contract procedures analyzed, 18, or 28 percent, contained no prac-
tical limit on 1the definition of a legitimate grievance.

In the same vein, roughly 90 percent of the contracts specified that
the grievance procedure was to be used for handling questions about
the interpretation and application of the contract. One major variant
applied to about a third of all contracts: the grievance procedure
also specified that faculty could ask for a judgment about the in-
terpretation and application of standing (noncontract) institutional
policies. This variant reflects die common incorporation of standing
policies of the board of control into the language of the contract.
Finally, where arbitration is provided the arbitrator is normally re-
stricted to application of the contract's language.

Overall, the control group grievance procedure functioned as a
generalized conflict resolution mechanism. However, there were a
substantial number of exceptions when these procedures closely re-
sembled the negotiated procedure. Grievable matters were frequently
defined by generalized terms as "disputes" or "human relations prob-
lems." In rare cases, where arbitration was available to either party,
limits were difficult to impose given the language defining the pro-
cedure's scope of applicability. In the case of the contract procedures
no attempt was made to tabulate the range of grievable matters after
the style of Table I because the noncontract procedures were so
general in their definitions.

It is concluded that noncontract procedures do not have a definable
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range of issues with which they are concerned; they are not a forum
for continued bargaining or adjustment of understandings; and they
do not handle third-party interests. They are simply an avenue
through which a concretely or abstractly aggrieved faculty member
can pursue a resolution. This is much more clearly a classical safety-
valve mechanism that drains off conflict via issue-by-issue and that
explicitly counters any build-up of tensions.

Contracts negotiated with exclusive bargaining agents protect Ithe

rights of the agent, as well as of the individual, in the grievance tiro-

cedure.
The central role of union rights in much of the contractual lan-

guage is another indication of the place of a grievance procedure as
a contract administration device rather than as a more general con-
flict management tool. In approximately half of the contracts,"the
union is specifically protected in its right to file a grievance. Also,
there are frequently clauses in 'the contract that protect union rights
throughout the process from initiation to final disposition. Practices
vary, but in the overwhelming majority of contracts the union either
must be notified when a formal grievance is filed or it has a right to
be present at all proceedings, must receive full records of proceedings
at each step, or some combination of these. Thus, a third party inter-
est is introduced and protected in inogt negotiated contracts. Angell
(1972) and,Satryb (1974) have both observed the importance of union
participation in the grievance process in specific settings. They both
show that the union's interests may be different from either the in-
stitution's interests or from the individual grievant's interests. This
adds a political dimension to the conflict resolution. process and makes
the issues with which the process must deal more complex. Under
more traditional methods, the questions might have been restricted
to those of equity, justice, or fairness. But the scope of the basic
dispute is inevitably broadened. with the introduc.ion of unio-ii rights,
and thus the interests of a third party.

Grievance procedures are designed to handle issues other than those

normally handled in due process procedures, and they are structured
differently as well.

An associated issue rests with the question of how grievi: ice pro-
cedures handle "due process" cases. Due process is used h. re as a
shorthand sign for situations in which the institution bring a com-
plaint against a faculty member and is thus the overt ini-4,,t,Nr of
conflict activity. The common situation is a termination-tA.ause
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action, but conceptually it could be a less serious action, too. A few
procedures (see Table I) are designed to handle due process actions,
but a roughly equal number of cases (4) explicitly exclude adminis-
trative personnel million from the definition of a grievable matter.
In other cases, a procedural defect in the due process hearing can be
grieved. While we did not undertake an explicit survey on this
point, it is clear that a number of contracts prOvide separate due
process mechanisms., The safe conclusion is that grievance pro-
cedures, as adversarial instruments in the administration of a con-
tract, are not oriented to the standards of fairness and objectivity re-
quired of a due process mechanism. Justice for an individual is less
important under a grievance procedure than the definition, re-

definition, and adjustment of institutional. policies and practices to
suit the needs and interests of parties bound to each other but hold-
ing divergent points of view. Grievances merely push at the ragged
edges of an agreement; in contrast, a due process case focuses on an
individual and his personal right to protection frdm certain kinds of
institutional action.

Control-group (noncontract) procedures, as noted, tend to be con-
siderably more open with respect to what is "grievable." Proportion-
ately, they are slightly more stringent about excluding Administra-
tive personnel !natters (due process cases) from the procedure, but
they also include them in a slightly higher proportion of cases than
do the contract procedures. Both groups of institutions,ohen, seem
not to have reached a firm conclusion on the relationship of due
process matters to.the grievance procedure.

Grievance procedures probably have to be viewed as corrective
mechanisms` that focus on keeping agreements in working order. They
usually do not contain the kinds of stringent procedural protections
afforded to satisfy due process requirements, whether in the contract
group or the control group.

Cu tract grievance procedures tend to be longer and more complex
than noncontract procedures. The basic difference lies in the addition
of binding arbitration to the contract Procedures..

The modal number of steps in contract grievance procedures was
four, with the final step normally irtv.)1ving binding arbitration. The
most common variants were three and five' step procedures, with
binding arbitration again the usual concluding ,step. The mean
number of steps in contract grievance procedures was 4.38, with as
few as two steps reported and as many as eight.
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The modal number of steps in noncontract procedhres was also
fol.*, but the final step was normally a nonreviewable administrative
hearing. The mean number of steps in the noncontract procedures
analyzed ivas 3.56, with a range of two steps to five steps. In gross
structural terms, then, the noncontract procedures tended to both
fewer steps and less involvement of ext rnal sources of review: The
arbitration process was clearly restricts to negotiated contract
grievance mechanisms.

Contract grievance Procedures rely more, commonly on administra-
tive review and less on peer review than noncontract procedure's. But
the final authority in noncontract procedures tends to be'administra-
five, while in contract procedures final authority tends to be Placed
in the hands of,an arbitrator.

Along with its structural simplicity, the noncontract procedure
showed a tendency to involve more faculty review in the various
stages of the machinery (see Table 2). Pure, unreviewable adminis-
trative procedtre was characteristic of 16 of 36 (44.5 percent) pro-

` cedures that were specific enough in their provisions to allow a clear
inference on this dimension. In eight cases (22.2 percent) some kind of
faculty committee review preceded final administrative determina-
tion. In seven cases (19.4 percent) a joint faculty-administrative re-
view was provided at one or more steps. In all but one instance, final
authority to dispose of cases was retained by the administration; the
single exception left final disposition to a joint committee. In two
cases (6 percent) final authority rested with a faculty body. Two
other cases provided for either mediation or arbitration at the final
step.

In contrast, by far the most common arrangement among contract
procedures was a straight; nonreviewable administrative procedure
ending in a provision for binding arbitration. With a fey minor
variants providing for the exercise of some external (but basically ad-
ministrative) authority, 59 of 94 contract procedures followed
this model (62.8 percent). The second most common arrange-
ment provided for one or more steps involving a joint faculty-ad-
ministrative determinatiori of the Merits of the grievance. Seventeen
cases fell into this category (18.1 percent). Five cases (5.3 percent) in-
volved pure, unreviewable administrative procedure, a clear and
marked contrast with the control group in which 44.5 percent of the
cases followed this model. Five adcFtiohal cases (5.3 percent) involver}
a pure faculty review at one or more steps in the procedure, but still
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ended with a nonreviewable administrative decision. And six cases
(6.4 percent) provided for a joint review'at one or more steps while
ending in a nonreviewable 'administrative step"

Table 2. Sources of Review in Grievance Procedures (Simplified
Analyses)

Saran of Review
Coatract Noscoatract

Inetkutioss lastitutloas

Pure, unreviewable administrative
procedure 5.3% 44.5%

Pure administrative procedure with
mediation or binding arbitration c'62.8% 6.0%

Joint fatuity- administrative review
at one or more _steps 24.5% 19.4%

Faculty committee review at
one or more steps 5.3% 27.2%

Total" 97.9% 97.1%

This table does not 'present all possible or existent permutations. Some of the
procedures with joint review or faculty review tteps end with arbitration, otherso

do not, etc.
Rounding errors and a few deviant cases not subject to the categories

used here account for'the remaining cases.

Administrative disposition (usually board of control) of grievances
is unreviewable in arbitration or similar proceedings at 17 percent of
the contract institutions and 83.4 percent of the noncontract institu-
tions. Plainly, discretionary administrative authority has a less secure
footing in the contract institutions using this kind of index. 46

Note that in both samples, peer review was far from universal. Half
of the noncontract proceddres and just under 30 percent of the con-
tract procedures ntr od u ced faculty review in one form or another at
one or. more steps. It is clear, though, that there is less emphasis on
shared responsibility for judgment in the contract procedures.

It appears that negotiated contracts involve a rather direct trade-
off, substituting arbitration or other analogous external review for the
faculty's right to exercise peer review in grievance cases. But this
explanation deserves a closer examination. Sixty-four of the contract
commodation, or otherwise informal proceedings. These efforts
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procedureT (68.1 percent) begin with discussions, efforts at mutual ac-
commodation, or otherwise informal proceedings. These efforts
doubtless share many%f the qualities inherent in the more traditional
and informal-procedures associated with the noncontract model. And
just as clearly, the noncontract conflict resolution process has in-
volved mediation, arbitration, and other outside, efforts to resolve
problems that the informal process has failed to handle. Recall, too,
that the AAUP normally functions as a mediator when plied in by
the faculty. Thui, it is not clear that contract proCedures have
actually imported such profound changes on this score.

Binding arbitration, where it has been introduced as the final sap
in a grievance procedure, is usually circumscribed to a narrow range
of issues. Usually, it can be invoked only to handle procedural prob-
lems and not substantive problems.

Binding arbitration is hardly the comprehensive final source of
authority the language implies. The arbitrator's authority is either
circumscribed or specified in a substantial number of contracts. No 4
attempt will be made to formulate a taxonomy of these limitations, as
there are too many idiosyncratic clauses to permit it. Most frequently,
the arbitrator is explicitly prohibited from altering or adding to the
nature of the agreement itself. He is sometimes restricted to issues of
'procedure alone. Some specific questions, such as those ini,olvini; an
intlividat's salary, nonreappointment, or tenure are occasionally ex-
cluded from the arbitrator's purview. His decision may be restricted
to the interpretive level alone, binding the parties to a ruling on the
meaning of the words to which they had agreed, but stopping short
of a specific award. The arbitrator's authority is both restricted as
to when or whether it will apply to board of control p9licies and
sometimes explicitly extended to hoard of control policies..

Binding arbitration was the final step in 69 of the 94 contracts re-
viewed (73.4 percent), roughly three-quarters of the population. This
figure is virtually identical to the one reacted by Mannix (1974) in
his review of arbitration provisions in community college contracts;
74 percent of his contracts ended with this step. (Our universt is
broader insofar as it contains universities, colleges, community col-
leges, and representation from both public and private sectors. In
any case, the three-quarters figure seems reflective of the proportion
of procedures which use binding arbitration). Advisory arbitratiln
was the final step in II (11.7 percent) of the contracts. The remain -
ing contracts either had no provision for arbitration or ended hi a
step that had all the characteristics of mediation rather than arbitra-
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tion. Binding arbitration is rarely an explicit provision in noncon-
tract procedures. Only one clear example existed in the procedures
we examined.

The contracts reviewed frequently specified to some extent the
rules that ,would govern arbitration. In the large majority of .cases
(81 peqent), the rules of the American Arbitration Association

,IAAA) were specified (where the language of the contractzwas suf-
ficiently clear to permit a count). In 14.5 percent of the cases, a state
labor board's rules were specified as controlling. Some contracts pro-
vided an option between the state board rules and the AAA rules.
Our count put those few cases in with the class adhering to state
board rules. The remaining cases (4.5 percent) relied upon the Fede-
ral Mediation and Conciliation Service for rules governing the ar-
bitration of grievances.

The place of peer review in grievance procedures is associated with
institutional type and bargai ling agent. Both. AFT 'units and com-
munity college contracts showed a tendency to omit peer review from
grievance procedures.

In order to test assumptions about the place of peer review in
grievance procedures, a joint distribution was constructed to reflect
the percentage of contract procedures containing one or more steps
calling for faculty or joint faculty-administrative review. The dis-
tribution is presented in Table 3. The patterns that emerge do not
provide an unambiguous test of our expectations.

One major contrast appears in the totals for the degree level. Com-
munity colleges are a ,great deal less reliant on peer review in their
grievance procedures than are institutions of other types. No dis-
tinctions can be legitimately drawn among the other three types, as
the numbers are small enough to arouse suspiCions of artificial error
in the percentage ratios: However, the percentage of all contract in-
stitutions offering the baccalaureate or higher degree and showing
one or more peer review steps in their procedures is 52.0 percent.
That is a stabler figure (based on larger numbers) and still provides
a marked contrast with tilt -28.6 percent for comtnunity colleges:

On the "union" axis, there is a clear contrast between the pro-
pensity of the AFT contracts to include a peer review step and the
propensity of AAUP contracts to do so. One fifth of the AFT pro-
cedures had such a step, while fully one half of the AAUP contracts
did. The other three union categories fell between these extremes.
The major contrast, though, met our general expectations: The
AAUP stays closer to a pure professional model of faculty relations



and tends to emphasize shared authority. The AFT tends to insti-
tutionalize its concept of relations on the adversary model.

Table 3. Percentage of Contract Institutions with Peer Review Steps
in Grievance Procedures by Union and Highest Degree

Woo Assoc. BA
Ifigkest/Degree

MA PhD Total

`AFT 6.7% 60.0% 20.0%

NWAIFT 40.0% ,, 0.0% 33,3%

NIA 35.2% 50.0% 50.0% 0.0% 37.0%

AAUP 50.0% 50.0% 50.0% 50.0%

Agent
a Indep. . 27.3% 100.0% 100.0% 38.4%

Total 26.6% 57.2% , 55.6% 44.5%

Note: No contracts were available for analysis where the asterisk appears.

4 Patterns of Experience In Grievance Processtng.
The in this section were provided by institutions with adequate

records of their experience. A short survey instrument was structured
to obtain the parameters of accumulated grievance, appeals, and arbi-
tration experience at both contract and noncontract institutions in
our sample. In addition to asking for the relevant numbers of cases
passing through. channels, we requested that institutional studies or
reports of grievand experience be sent also. This latter request
yielded virtually no 'results. The absence of institutional studies is
alarming in light of the inability of numerous institutions to respond
by merely counting the grievances that had been pursued by faculty
at their institutions. Indeed, efforts to study grievance processing in a
formal way are rare. We merely looked at the rav frequency levels of
grievance processing, and made the general attempt to associate
levels of grievance activity with certain union and institutional
characteristics.

Unions have developed different patterns of grievance machinery
wage and local conditions seem -to modify" these patterns further.

Table 4 shows patterns of grievance procedure use by union. The
data are restricted to 73 bargaining units for which reliable informa-
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lion was reported. The time factor of four years Is a constant*. But for
many the experience reported does not cover as long a period.
September 1969, or the date of the contract's inception, is the base.

t Table 4. Grievance Patterns by Union- Affiliation

NEA/ Indep.
LW= AFT AFT SUNY NIA Agent AAUP

No. of Cases
Reporting 14 3 1 -34 12 9

Total
Grievances 85 68 304 379 137 54

Reported

Total
Appeals 52 51 160 308 83 35

Reported

GPU 6.0 22.67 11.15 11,42 C 410

APU 3.71 10.33 9.06 6.92 3.89

APG i).61 0.45 0.53 0.81 0.61 0.65

Note: GPU = grievances per bargaining unit
MU = appeals of step 1 grievances per bargaining -unit
APG = appeals per grievance, total

line date, We assume tha: this effect is randomly distributed across
'union categories.

The results offer some inte,esting patterns, but contradict some a
priori expectations- Common assumptions about relative bargaining
agent militancy wotild set up a contimaint, with the AFT on the far
left as the most -militant, follov;ed by the combined NEA/APT units,
the NEA, the AAUP, ;Ind the independent agents. Ostensibly,\, this
ranking would be reflected in the aggressiveness with which agents
pursue grievances. There is no single perfect index of this behavior,
and so v,:e propose Four separate ineasures: grievances filed per unit,
appeaI6 filed per unit, appeals per grievance filed, and proportion of
units in which arbilration has been involved to resolve grievances.
Table 5 ranks the bargaining agents on each of these indices. The
composite ranking is merely a reflection of the agent's mean rank
over all three indices.

The major contrast is in the reversal of positions between the AFT
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extremes of experience, with master's level and associate level in
ssitutions occupying a middle position. The position of the baccalau-
reate institutions u especially interesting, and appears to represent
an unequivocal institutional level effect. All grievances and appeals
in this group are accounted for in NEA institutions. Three of the
five baccalaureate institutions in the contract sample are NEA it
stitutions. If union effects,, were pervasive, all of the baccalaureate
figures should be much higher due to the weight of the NEA as
agent. The data, although inconclusive because the numbers are
snail, point to a' special auxle of labor relations in baccalaureate
granting institutions that is solely an effect of institutional level.

Table 6. Grievance Patterns by TvPe of Control

Tillo et
Caskrah

Chubut huidtadkisi

State/
Local Local &dep. Church

No, of caeca

Total
Grievances
Ittpotted

Total
Appeals
Repotted

Mt/
API)

APG

249

18:69

15,56

0,8$

25 24

206 193

12.3 125

8.24 8.04

4.92 5.21

060 0.65

1

6

25

12

, 4,17

2.00

0.48

1

0

0

0

0

0

Noscostract &Whitlow
*No. of cases 8 7 10 6 0

Total
Grievances 45 15 16 ' 12
Repotted

Total s
Appeals 8 7 11 5 ' 44
Reported

GPU 5,63 2 -29 1.60 2.00

API' 1.00 LOO 1.10 0.83

APG 0.18 '0.44 0.69 0,42

*SUM' it excluded.
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Table 7. Grievance Patterns'by Level of Highest Degree Offered

Coalesce Inetkedoss

"Decree Level: Assoc. IA MA PhDs

-No. of cases 54 5 6 7

Total
rievances 489 16 63 155

Reported 1

Total
Appeals 3* 7 41 , 134

Reported

GPU 9.06 1 3.20 10.50 22.14

Aril 6.06 1.40 6.83 '19.14

APG 0.67 0.44 0.65 0.86

Muscovite:set LWOW=

No. of cases 20 4 6 1

Total
Grievances 40 8 14 27

Reported

Total
Appeals' 18 5 5 3

Reported 3

GPU 2.00 2.00 2.33 27.00

APU 0.90 1.25 0.83 3.00

APG 1 0.45 0.63 0.36 0.11

SUNY is excluded.

Although no case can be made because of small numbers, it should
be noted that exactly the opposite effect was evident among the non- ,

contract sample. Baccaulaureate granting institutions experienced the
highest APG measure, while the one doctorate level institution ex-
perienced the lowest. No explicit cause can be advanced. But these
results provide a consistent pattern that suggests that labor relations
dynamics are not particularly dissimilar among community colleges

and the emerging master's degree granting state colleges. More dis-
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tinctive patterns- seem to appear where and doctorate
k level institutions are involved.

Type of institutional control, size, and institutional norms and tra-
ditions all seem to play as yet unspecifiable roles in the way widely
varying kinds of institutions approach problettas in faculty personnel
relations.

Experience with arbitration is still spotty. ft has occurred almost
exclusively in the bargaining sector alone, but even within that
sector, arbitration is rare. It appears- to have occurred most fre-
quently it multicampus institutions.

Arbitration experience was almost entireli restricted to contract
institutions. Among responding institutiorA 160 arbitration cases
were reported by 104 contract institutio,ns and S arbitration cases
were reported by 65 noncontract institutions that had grievance pro-
cedures. The rate of arbitration cases tiler institution was 1.55 fotothe
contract group, and 0.12 for the noncontract group. Thus, an in--
stitution with a negotiated contract seems roughly twelve times as
likely to become involved in an arbitration proceeding as a similar
noncontract institution that has a formal grievance procedure. 7'his
statistic understates the degree to which arbitration is more likel, in
contract institutions vis4.-vis the more general, population of non-
contract colleges and universities. We have first constructed 'at non-
contract sample of gross institutional characteristics, ancl..then com-
puted the rate of arbitrations per institution only on the segment of
ihose institutions that actually formalized relations far enough to
have a grievance procedure. Ifwe took the 8 arbitrations and spread
them over roughly 100 institutionsthe approximate scope of our
responding control institutionsthe conclusion would be that arbi-
tration is nearly 20 times as likely to occur at' contract institutions.

But arbitration activity is spread very unevenly. Only 4/ of the
e contract units reported arbitration of grievance appeals. And seven of

those urtiu accounted for 99 arbitration cases, ors, almost --62 -percent-
of the total (more than five arbitration cases occurred in each of
those units). Five institutions accounted for 83 arbitration cases, or
51,88 percent of the cases, using ten or more arbitrated griestiance

-appeals as the criterion. Of those five, one was a community college
in an eastern state (enrollment..7,500),_a second was a multicampus
community college in a midwestern state with an ,enri311ntent of 17,-
600, two were eastern state collegrsystems with enrollments (system-
wide) of between 50,000 and 15,000. and the fifth was a midwestern
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community college with an enrollment of 1,600. Significantly, three

of these high-arbitration institutions are inulticampus bargaiiiing
units, and the sixth unit in order of number of arbitration cases is
also a iiiulticampus unit. Arbitration has, according to published re-

ports (Finkin 1973) been frequently resorted to at LUNY, a massive,
multicampus institution.

Of 11 responding multicampus contract institutions, three reported
no arbitration cases. The remaining eight accounted for 72 arbitra-
tion cases, or 50.63 percent of the total reported. No similar pattern
could account for what little arbitration had occurred among report-
in-r control institutions. A midwestern state college with about 7,500
students and'a western private college with fewer than 1,000 students
together accounted for six of eight reported arbitration cases. Five of
12 responding; multicampus control institutions had no formal grie-
vance procedure, a state consistent with that for the whole control
population. Only one arbitration case was accounted for by a multi-
campus ,control institution. Twenty-nine contract units in \olved in
arbitration, or 78.4 percent of the total number reportink arbitration
cases. were Community colleges. This compares with 74.3 percent com-
munity colleges in the responding contract sample.

General trends Aggest that.ablic sector institutions will be most
likely to exPerience.arbitration once a contract is in effect. There
are also marked differences in union tendencies to push grievances to
arbitration. But once again the signs point to the interaction of
special institutional circumstances JS determinative.

Tables 8 to 13 break down the incidence of arbitration by bar-
gaining agent, by institutional control, and by institutional level
(highest degree). Two separate approaches are used nuisnber of ar-
bitration cases per institution and percentage of institutions report-
ing arbitration cases. The SUNY figures are omitted from the count
of arbitration cases, but not from the percentage figures.

Ming either measure, irbitraion- has -been -most- frequent- at in
stitutions in the public sector. Only two of twelve private institutions
reported any arbitration cases. The numbers are once again relatively
small, but the trends are consistent with the expectation that public
institutions will tend to rely on the more secular approaches to re-
solve conflict. Of the three major unions, the AFT was most likely to
push grievances through to arbitration on both measures. Using per-
cen,tages of units experiencing any arbitration, the independent agents
:and the :SEA /AFT units were toughly equivalent to one another and

I
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the AFT followed, with the NEA and the AAUP seeming quite un-
likely to push cases through to arbitration. The, latter two were also
low when arbitrated cases per unit was used as the measure. The
AAUP was markedly lower than all other unions on the latter
measure. Where the level of degree offered was concerned, the
doctorate-granting institutions experienced the highest level of ar-
bitration on both measures. The baccalaureate institutions were
lowest on both measures and the other two groups fill between these
two.

Table 8. Percentage of Units Reporting Arbitration, by Bargaining
Unit

Percentage
of Units
Reportidg
Arbitration

NEA/
AFT AFT NEA AAUP Indep. Total

43.5% 57.1% 25.5% 25.0% 53.8% 34.9%

Table 9. Percentage of Units Reporting Arbitration by Type of
Control

Percentage
of Units
Reporting
Arbitration

State State/
Local Local ludep. Church Total

35.8% 37.5% 38.2% 22.2% 0.0% 34.9%

Table 10. Percentage of Units Reporting Arbitration by Level of
Highest Degree Offered

Assoc. BA MA PhD Total
Percentage
of Units
Reporting " 37.2% 14.3% 23.0% 50.0% 34.9%
Arbitration
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Table IL Distribution of Arbitrated Cases per Institution by Union
Affiliation

NEA/
Union: AFT AFT NEA AAUP hat".

No. of
institutions 23 6 51 12 13

Total arbitra-
tions reported 40 8 61 5 37

Arbitrations
per institution 1.74 1.33 1.20. 0.42 2.$5

-SUNY is excluded.

Table 12. Distribution of Arbitrated Cases per Institution by Type
of Control

Type at State/
Control: State' Local Local Indlep. March

No. of
institutions 27 32 34 9 3

Total arbitra-
tions reported 66 40 42 3 0

Arbitration{
per institution 2M 1.25 1.24 0.33 0.00

SUNY is excluded.

Table 13. Distribution of Arbitrated Cases per Institution by Level
of' Highest Degree Offered

-1:ftreeUtrely
No. of

-MA -PhDAvow: EA--

institutions 78 7 13 7

Total arbitra-
-r

floss reported 99 2 23 27

Arbitrations
per institution 1.27 0.29 1.77 3.86

SUNY is excluded.
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There is'an obvious potential for interaction among these factors
in the developing trends of arbitration of grievances. Certain unions
representing faculty at certain kinds of institutions will probably de-
velop markedly different histories with respect to the frequency with
which arbitration is employed. The best conclusion that we can reach
with our present data is that the use of arbitration. is as yet an
unpredictable factor in the conflict resolution equation. This is
clearly a problem that bears further watching, especially in those loca-
tions where it has been used frequently, such as CUNY. However, it is
just as significant that no arbitration has occurred over a wide
spectrum of institutions. In this case, its nonoccurrence is every bit as
interesting and significant as its occurrence, and future studies should
attend to both patterns.

Correlates of Formal Grievance Procedure Adoption:
Noncontract Institutions

This section is undertaken as an attempt to gain insight into the
movement toward increasingly formal and specific means for re- ,

solving institutional conflicts. Institutions with negotiated contracts
represent one extreme among the range nf contemporary solutions.
In our noncontract sample, two other solutions are represented:
those institutions that remain dependent upon traditional,-unformai-
ized means of dealing with faculty-institution conflicts, and an in-
termediately possioned group of institutions that has not gone to the
solution of negotiating formal procedures, but rather has adopted
some of the practices common to the more formalized labor-manage-

)ment model.
Virtually all institutions with negotiated contracts have formalized

grievance procedures as part of the agreement. One exception oc-.
curred among the contracts analyzed foixthis study.

Among the control institutions', 64 reported having a grievance pro-
. cedure, while 43 reported having none. Obviously, there is a much

lower probability that a noncontract institution will have a griev-
ance proceZure (59% vs. 100%) in effect than would be the case
at a contract institution.

Institutions in the nonbargaining sector that had adopted formal
grievance procedures tended to be larger, more frequently under the
control of the state, more frequently located in the northeastern
states, and more frequently offered either the baccalaureate or the
doctorate as the highest degree than institutions that had not adopted
grievance procedures.
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The controls institutions having grievance procedures were com-

pared to those not having grievance procedures according to several

gross institutional characteristics. First, the mean s' in student en-
rollment (1971 data) was computed for the struct al unit covered by
the procedure. Mean size of nongrievance proce re institutions was
3,664 FTE students, while the mean size of control institutions with
grievance procedures was 8,293 FTE students. Thus, among institu-
tions that match those presently negotiating or operating with a
formal agreement, size appears to be an indicator of the formality
with which conflict is handled. Units covered by grievance procedures
are roughly ttwice as large on the average as those with no' such
procedure. _I . .

Table 14 compares the distribution of noncontract institutions ac-
cdrding to type of control and presence or absence of a grievance pro-
cedure. Among the public institutions, there is a clear tendency for

state level control to be associated with the presence of formal
grievance mechanism. The assertion gains weight when type of in-
stitution is held constant. All purely local control cases .and combined
state and local control cases 'are community colleges. Incidence of
formal grievance &machinery is plainly higher in the latter group,
which has some element of state rontrol. The purely state control
cases are mixed as to type of institution (state colleges and uni-
versities as well as community colleges), but the presence of state
control is still more directly associated with presence of a formal
grievance mechanism than is the case where only local control is
present. The effects of size and other factors may be confounding
variables, but the data nevertheless offer~ clear indications that state
control alone is a deterapinant of formalized grievance processing.

Among private institutions, of Which there are too few to generate

any sort of powerful inference, secular versus church control appears
to offer a potent break. It would appear from the data in this study
that church-related institutions are less formal about managing
faculty-institution conflict than their more secular counterparts.

Table 14. Type of Control and Presence of a Grievance Procedure:
Noncontract listitutions

Type of
uitrol:

Percentage adopting
formal grievance
procedure

State/
Stste Load Local ladep. Chuich Total

62.2% d6.7% 50.0% 90.0% 33.3% 59.6%

N.
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Table 15. Degree Level of Noncontract Institutions and Adoption
of Formal Grievance Plocedure

Highest Degree
Offered:' RA MA PhD Total

percentage adopting
Mrmal grievance 56.3% 83.3% 57.1% 77.8% 59.6%
procedure

Table 16. Location by Accrediting Region and Adoption of Formal\
Grievance Procedure: Noncontract Institutions

Accrediting New Middle North North
Region: England Atlantic Central South West West Total

Percentage
adopting .
formal 77.3% 70.0% 52.4% 50.0% 54.5% 40.0% 59.6%
grievance
procedure,,

Table 15 relates the highest institutional degree offered to presence
or absence of a grievance procedure among the noncontract institu-
tions. The results are rather paradoxical and somewhat difficult to
interpret. The distribution of associate and master's degree granting
institutions appears to be parallel, the distribution of baccalaureate
\nd doctorate degree granting institutions appears parallel, and the
p tterns of these two pairs seem quite different. The baccalaureate-
doctorate, pair appears much more reliant upon formal grievance
machinery than does the associate-master's pair. Source of control
(public-private) seems not to be a potent confounding variable.
BaccalaureaLc :nstitutions are almost all private, master's institutions
almost all public, and doctorate institutions are about evenly split.
Associate institutions are virtually all public. Hypothetically, the
common thread running through the baccalaureate-doctorate pair is
the arts and science presence, which is not so closely present in the
associate-master's pair. We an expect increasing formality of conflict
resolution as faculty become more heterogenous and as they become
more responsive to universal norms. Especially interesting in these
distributions is that unionization, the sine qua non of secular forma-
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liution of relationships and procedures, is heaviest among associate

and master's degree granting institutions.

The first possibility is to suggest there is a closer matching of bar-

gaining institutions with control institutions on the baccalaureate -

doctorate pair, and that our control sample for this pair is un
representative of the general population and more nearly representa-

tive of the organized institutions. This explanation has credence. The

few organized institutions in the baccalaureate-doctorate segment of

higher education are distributed quite randomly and are easily

matched by similar, unorganized institutions. The organized associate:

master's intitutions, however, tend to accumulate within a few states
and matching them frequently led across state lines. This explanation

suggests caution should be used in interpreting these results.

Some previous work (Dunham 1969) suggests an emphasis on con-

ventional and conservative values among constituents of the master's

level public institutions., Jencks and Riesman 0968) contended that

associate level institutions, as "anti-university colleges," explicitly

embraced the values of localism, anti-intelleaualism, and protection

of community values against the meritocratic tidal wave. It is at least

possible that the cosmopolitanism and professionalism embraced by

the arts and science faculties demand both formalistic and universal-

istic rules and simultaneously the rejection of "unionism" as the route

for attaining them.
The community college.population represents the most "organized"

segment of higher education; but our control sample of community

colleges is of the various types least like the bargaining population,
as measured by akloption of formal grievance machinery. -Either one

must accept the fallibility of the matching process or community col-

leges apparently represent a wider range of organizational adaptation
than do other types of institutions.

Table 16 profiles the presence or absence of formal grievance pro-

cedures in noncontract 'institutions by accrediting region. Column

totals in this table are fairly accurate representations of the distribu-

tion of collective bargaining activity across the nation, which sup-
ports the basic integrity of the matching procedure on this variable.
Clearly, the trend to adopt formalized faculty-institution relations is

most marked in the northeast quadrant of the United States. Non-

' contract institutions in both the New England and Middle Atlantic

accrediting regions are much more likely than noncontract institu-
tion in other rtgions to adopt formal procedures, It is in these areas

(most notably New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and 'Massa-
.
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chusetts) where union activity among faculty has been especially
strong. The North Central area represents more variance among
states in level of union activity, with big labor states such as Michigan
and Illinois being Ear advanced down the bargaining route but with
other states such as Indiana and Ohio lagging behind. Our profile
seems to reflect this,intraregion variance, in that the control institu-
tions simply do not "match" the organized population as well.

Impact of Collective Bargaining on Conflict Management Practice

Use of the grievance procedure, however measured,. is greater in
the bargaining sector than in those nonbargaining institutions that
have adopted formal grievance rablution rnachinoy.

Our survey produced 16 matched pairs of institutions for which
reliable and complete data concerning grievance processing were
available. One member of each pair was operating with a contract,
while the other had a grievance procedure butt was not in a bargain-
ing relationship with faculty. The final size of this sample was af-, ' fected by two important constraints: (1) nearly one half iof the non-
contract sample did not have grievance procedures to Begin with;
and (2) of those institutions that did have grievance procedures, re-
liable data on grievance processing was hard to find.

The 16 contract institutions reported a total of 272 grievances filed
while the 16 noncontract matched institutions reported a total of 153
grievances, This was an average of 17.0 per contract instituticn and
9.56 per control institution. Using other estimates of the levels of
grievance processing in the bargaining and nonbargaining sectors, we
concluded that the level of grievances filed ranged from two to five
tittles higher where a collective bargaining agreement was in effect.
These other estimates accepted some data of ouestionable reliability
and dispensed with the controls for institutional characteristics used
earlier. It is clear that whatever measures are employed the level of
grievance processing appears to be considerably greater in the bar-
gaining sector.

The same trend appearecl when we measured data for appeals
filed. The base figure was the number of step one decisions appealed
to any higher level. Seventeen matched pairs reported reliable, data,
yielding totals of 145 appeals among contract institutions and 22 ap-
peals among control institutions. Appeal's per instituti6-..t totalled
8.53 for the contract group* and 1.29 for the control group. Otber
estimates led to the conclusion that appeals activity ranged between
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(5.5 and 8.5 times as high in the bargaining sector as in the non-

bargaining sector.

State Laws and Faculty-Institution Conflict Resolution

State legislation currently in effect structures faculty-insti»utton in

a wide variety of ways. In many cases specific parts of the legislation

directly structure procedures for handling faculty-institution conflict.
Three basic models characterize the states in their statutory ap-

proach to the regulation of faculty-institution relations. Nearly half
the states provide for public employee bargaining in such a way as to
include college and university facults. These laws vary with respect
to the way in which they structure grjesance processing and other
aspects of conflict resolution. Some` are silent, some mandate grie-
vance procedures as a subject for negotiation, and others make it
mote explicit as to precisely how conflicts will be handled under

-negotiated iigreements. Secondly, a small but growing number of
states hay; either legislated.procedures by which faculty and institu-
tions must resolve certain kinds of disputes or have provided for dis-

pute resolution through state-lesel administrative regulations. Finally,

a large but shrinking number of states leave faculty-institution rela-

tions to the individual institution's discretion.
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Discussion and Conchnion

Y.)

This 'itction will 4ttniitiarite the _pr ncipto findrogsa rai)e testral
policy issues concerning the .managelnent n 1,acultirinstitutiori rela,
bons, and suet ditectiOns for Intim? stuck:,

General Coiiritcs2on
The pres,erit studs has afirtrtrt era pmeas Collective basganv

Mg does indeed seem to make a stibstatuia 41a:et/glee' in the methods
and process of conflict ro--,olution in colleges Anti
skies. Tighter. ,smote fonnal., more adv-erury, mote universalistic pro:
refutes seem to emeige in negotiated agreements Reliance on formal
authority is greater and source of csnernal review ate, more fre
quently provided Patterns of ille,,W.p0C medu vars, bin the
grievance procedure is more frequentls- liseikto the bargaining sector
than in the nonbargaining Sector. Also, collective bargaining in mans
ways seems to represent only the be inning -, of a v;,',:i.ve 'moving
through facults,iniritution relitionsbips.

What characterizes' agreements at collective frargaitiirrg prisriturrom
also increasingly characterizes faculty etnployment relations polities at
nontrargaining institutions. The secular and more universal pro
cedural- rules of public labor relations are gradually being applied in
the- academic context. This application has proceeded unevenly,
though, and important differences can be recognized among vartom
sectors of the "liege and univer4ity system

The bargaining sector has made greater strides in iSS acceptarice.,of
procedurally tighter rules for faculty institution relations Than ns
nonbargaining counterparts While the formal grievance' fitlxedure is
alwayi a part of -a,negonated -agreement, it iv,only present at between
.one.tinlf and-two-thirds of the noncontract institutions matched for
their similarity to bargaining instirtnions, Reliance on binding ax,
12ittration is -more' common, as is the wdlingriess of the-patties

facults and their onions ;--to submit disputes to arbitra
tom Similarlytinionired institutions found faculty and unions using
tine- grievance procedure and appealing through its levels more often
than nonunionized institutions. There is less peer.review, fewer ionic
faculty administrative review steps tarict, ro .presismably a more ail
versary, less coutuallt: re lrionve ptoiess): and a generally more formal
procedure under collectiv'e b:irgaining agreements,
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Grievance pwredure and similar conflict management echanism!,
will neither care an insulation of conflict nor handle all of the issues
that divide a campus.

Two trains of thought lead us to this conclusion and its corrolary
question, flow can ao institution deal with conflicts and issues that
he outside the scope of a grievance procedure: First, contract grie-
vance procedures are usually restricted with respect to the scope of
issues that are grievable, Usualiv these issues fall within a narrow
range Obvicnhls, a campus will have to deal with a much wider scope
of problems than the "terms and conditions of employment" or "ap-
plication of the contract:" So once a collective bargaining agreement
and its grievance procedure ate in place, one cannot and should not
assume that they contain the vehicles for resolving ,basic issues that
will confront an institution.

Second, grievance procedures are fundamentally oriented to pro-
siding redress for individuals. They provide avenues for corrective
application of the contract in specific' cases. which are restricted as
to facts, time, plate. and parties. They do not and cannot provide for
the reformulation of policy. the restructuring of the organization, or
the reallocation of basic values, which are essential in resolving many
conflicts in academic institutions.

SO, while a grievance procedure may becorae the vehicle for a wide
range of unresolved conflict, it seems dear that noncontractual issues
will have to be handled via alternative mechanisms. The integrity of

-campus organization will depend in part on the separation of issues
and delegation of problem solving to appropriate forums.

Grievance procedure,, and similar mechanisms should rely oil low-
level, informal resolution wherever possible, but this approach will
create organizational problems that must be recognized.

No fully standardized grievance procedure exists by which to model
other procedures, but informal resolution of issues at the lowest pos-
sible level is s.s close to a universal principle as seems to exist in
current practice. Who talks with whom under what conditions during
this process apparently is not important. The lowest level at which
resolution can take place is plainly the level at which resolution is
simplest, least costly, least formal, and lowest in precedential value.

The problems of low-level resolution lie essentially with incon-
sistencies across cases. In areas where no norms exist to resolve dif-
ferences, the parties may reach compromises based on relative power
positions rather than on principle. An organization can awaken sud-
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denly to find its practices have evolved with considerable variations
under the lowest level principle of conflict management. This of
course, is where appeals become cruckl: resolving differences among
various line departments in their handling of specific kinds of cases.

It may be that under a contract or more 'traditional arrangement._

an institution will not have sufficient feedback from low-level con-
fidential discussions to be aware of such conflicts. Thus, a moni-
toring systems of some kind seems appropriate in the absence of a
more positive articulation of policies and norms. Defacto policy
decisions may emerge from a decentralized, compromise-oriented
decision system that later bind the institution or its faculty to
solutions that aewrong or inequitable from either point of view.
A systematic filing of low level decisions therefore seems essen-
tial to both parties, especially where policy guidance is not available
for given decisions, A number of the' reviewed procedures seem to
handle this problem by making the lowest level a two-phase step.
Informal agreement is the first approach, but if the parties cannot
reach a resolution the matte;- is reduced to writing and tfit conflict
thus opened to further appellate review with issues 'OK positions
clearly and permanently stated.

Designing the appeals process requireAlligion to several im-
portant questions; (a) the place of peer reurew, chi the number of
steps needed, and tr) the nature of top-level administrator involve-
ment.

A prime factor in keeping a social system in a stable and peace-
ful state lies in the ability of its institutions to absorb and resolve
conflict on a continuing, issue-by-issue basis. Accordingly, any me-

chanism designed to control conflict should be straightforward
enough to yield prompt and,effective solutions to individual prob-

lems.
1

Overly complex procedures will almost certainly result in the
stifling of important issues in unresponsive mechanisms. While such
procedures may be designed with a scrupulous fairness, they may also
insure a continuously boiling pot of dissatisfaction.. When redress
becomes too difficult to obtain through the established procedures,
the system faces outbursts of conflict that may be commensurate with
the degree of blockage in the institutions designed to manage or re-
solve conflict.

Just. as certainly, the first level of a grievainc procedureusually
between a faculty member and his immediate supervisormay ulti-
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moldy viehi hide satisfaction- if this is not because the parties have
some kind of fundamental disagreement, it is because one or both
are essentially powerless to testruiture the contract. institutional polt-.
cies, or other rules governing then telationship, They must have
effective recourse '. to nlable rev 'kw and a. solute of consistent.
evenhanded applicatior\of c.ipus law.

AccordinglY,Iappeal riiirttst account for both the need to pro-
vide effective justic, meaning prompt review, and the need for con-
sistency in application of the rules, meaning deliberative review:
liastcally. these OM requirements point towald access for conflicting
parties car the highest levels of lattlpth authority in a short time But
it is (ditto:se richt-441y imixissible for ,t president, or even a dean, to
expend himself in the continuous grind of grievance resolution. 'Titus,
screening devite.-s need to be built in to ensure that only the most
serious and tomplicawd issues nitiateh, d'onitont top level adminis,
trawls.

Peer resieW al some point ha,. two UStifit at ans.: (I) a decis
mottled that must tw based upon the substantive expertise of
faculty: and (2) the ionlInt resolution process is treated as a eon.
tinual batgaining proutss thiough which faculty- and their employers
reachty a ieries of temporary working agreentents over the meaning of
the Tides CleatIv.,;where the tides can only lie (hanged through the
collective bargaining procress, the arguments are stronger for faculty
tuition) involvement un the grievance resolution at the lowest levels.
However. as long as there are other legitimare instruments of policy
change, (molts sell inestimably be involved in whatever legislative
pitx.evs follows impotam disputes anti then resolution or nonresoln
non. ;rhos, the .tgoments: for some measure of faculty involvement
in the review of grievance, Sklettik NtfOrtger where collective bargain
mg agreements are ut force.

Considergtmtent exists for building in some kind of se-
lectise tat tilts- Where tOttflit t iesolution procedures are general,
and wher the :itNatt's that ought be brought into such procedures ma'
involve pidgMetaN about faculty competence or performance or other
ti4IIALititiVe issues that loOtthi tripnre peer assessment- Thus, as'iSMICS
arise there might be a tawbv c.rse -evy of the need for peer review
at one or More steps

it does seem OfintteNoNattl tedinula nt tin peer volvement to occur
at each level cif the - appeals prOtedh!rt, inclivicictal issucs must be
bargained tepeateilly Me whole pones, runs 'risk of stifling in

oltmeitely level Al' conflict
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within the system. Ttius, some kind of selective involvement of
faculty should probably be scheduled. The selectivity would be with
respect to issues as well as with respect to level of involvement.

Grievance procedures and due process mechanisms are based on

different assumptions. Therefore, flying to make either kind of
mechanism do double duty will short-circuit the purposes of both.

Grievance procedures are designed to keep policies, agreements, and

rules in working order as long as they are in force. They are created
to give some kind of redress to individuals who allege unfair ap-
plication or misinterpretation of agreements already in force. Due
process procedures are designed trot to interpret policy but to protect
individuals when the institution moves to deprive them of liberty or
property (privileges; contract rights, etc). The grievance procedure
pmvitys retrospective review of some act. The due process procedure
proVides review before the action is taken: Redress or adjustment is

the goaltt the grievance procedure. Fairness is the goal of the due
process mechanism.

Technically, the grievance procedure is broader and, in fact, sub-
sumzs the due process structure. If an alleged error occurs in the due
process phase, a faculty member would presumably use the grievance

procedure to obtain redress. At the same time, the grirvance pro-
cedure is designed to handle the broad range of everyday goverhance
and personnel matters that provike conflict. Du6 process is normally
available only in rat, circumstances where a full adversary proceed-

ing is essential to protect both %constitutional and equity rights of
faculty faced with severe penalties. Grievance procedures cannot pro-
vide the essential fairness in these cases, nor can due process pro-
cedures provide the swift and continuous adjustment of policies to
the daily contests marking academic life. Thus, strong arguments exist
for keeping the two kinds of procedures separate and distinct.

In the case of a bargaining agreement, we have noted that bar-
gaining agents frequently have rights distinct from the rights of in-
dividual faculty members in the processing of grievances. Important
questions can be raised with respect to' the exact nature of these

rights.
Most pro.cedures give the agent a right to appeal grievances, to in-

voke arbitration, to be informed of all decisions, and similar rights.
In some CUM, the initiative is removed from the individual faculty
member, leaving his interests solely in the hands of a third party.
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There is' clearly the danger in some loosely structured grievance
mechanisms that individual bargaining agents might turn the process
into a pur;uit of their own self-interests. Whethar the union grie-
vance resolution as a grandstand play for membership or whether it
is more conservative in the interest of winning important contests of
principle will depend on many factors.

On the other hand, the advantages of including a bargaining agent
or other faculty representative in grievance resolution are clear.
Understandings can be reached between the two sides on issues of
principle at relatively early stages and expensive confrontations can
be avoided. Individual faculty will inevitably lose some power with
the intervention of a third party, but they will presumably gain
consistency in the application of institutional policies and in collective
support of legitimate grievances.

Arbitration of grievances may be carefully circumscribed so that it
Poses no threat to institutional autonomy or academic standards.

The introduction of binding arbitration to faculty-institution con-
flict resolution has been a particularly threatening matter. It need not
be, however. The crux of the matter lies in the latitude given to the

'arbitrator in the beginning, Many agreements. carefully circumscribe
the arbitrator's powers to procedural matters only; He is specifkally'
prohibited from altering or acldink to the agreement in other cases.
And in some cases he has advisory powers only. While the arbitra- .
tor's role may be structured by state law, it is usually well within the
power of the parties to agree to a narrow function for an arbitrator.

It is also possible to avoid arbitration of grievances and the un-
desirable effects of outside intervention generally by reaching agree-
nients that are sufficiently plain, specific, and comprehensive in
language so as to eliminate the need for outside interpretation. Sim-
ilarly, as long as the parties are able to confer in good faith over the
meaning of agreements, policies, and practices, they can theoretically

bt\Ireach satisfying compromises with one another well ore the arbitra-
tion stage. Finally, as long as the two sides live within to letter and
spirit of mutually agreed to policies, no arbitrator will have the
ability to impose or enforce alien standards on the academic com-
munity.

Needed Research
There are two basic lines of research that need to be 'pursued. In

the broadest sense, continuing 'study is needed of the way in which
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differe4 approaches to conflict management succeed or fail in en-
hancing campus stability and educational effectiveness. Where we
haicattempted to show the structural differences between conflict
management under collective bargaining and under more traditional
arrangements, intensive analysis of the process is due at this stage.

The focus of future research should emphasize several key points.
First, the prevalence of informal resolution as the prime element in
the mechanisms that have been reviewed should be studied. Who
tiljira with whom about what at this level and how much is resolved
through what kinds of agreements needs a thorough descriptive
treatment.

Second, an anlysis of the issues that generate conflict needs to be
undertaken. What the nature of persistent discontent reflects may,
when studied across institutions, lead to a better sense of the kinds of
basic structural reform in academic institutions that would release
human potential for more effective goal accomplishment.

Third, the role of external parties or authorities in dispute resolu-
tion should be described, It is clear that unions, arbitrators, media-
tors, and the courts are all increasingly taking roles in the settlement
of campus conflict. While we know that they are involved, little is
known about the roles played or the impact of these outside agents,

Fourth, assessment of the efficiency of existing procedures is need-
. ed, One of the important qualities of an effective conflict manage-

ment mechanism is its ability to handle cases and issues promptly by
yielding both fair judgments and swift adjustment of the conflicting
interest . Specific attention should be paid to the elements of exist-
ing mechanisms that either block or facilitate resolution, and to the
response of grievants to the treatment afforded thin under the pro-
cesses employed.

The second major line of research is distinctive for its emphasis on
"longitudinal analysis. We have attempted a one-shot descriptive study,

and the foreseeable future will no doubt bring more of such studies,
Nothing guarantees consistency in the design,of these studies, and it
takes little imagitptioai to project the status of research on conflict
management a few sears ahead and find a frustrating lack of syste-
mark observation and analysis, Consequently, it seems imperative to
begin promptly -a longitudinal study. Not only are we presently ex-
periencing the early stages of new modes of conflict resolution in
higher education. but we will ultSinately need more systematic
knowledge than is presently available if we are to develop more
sophisticated ways of handling disputes, C.ontrurtion of baseline in-
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formation in the present context will be particularly valuable if we
do can ultimately use it for later adaptaticins.

It is essential in this contc\xt that institutions roilitor their own
conflict resolution processes. Our work has uncovered an alarming
lack of institutional recordkeeping, which simply means that both
those institutions and the broader academic community will be (le-

t\nied the opportunity to learn fr m the past. It is urged, accordingly,
that formal recordkeeping system be developed wherever possible so
that later systematic studies migbt benefit from the' availability of
clear and valid sources of information.
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HC-$2.15. 3p.

ED 087 338
FultonXontgomery Community Coll., Johns,own, N.Y. Negotiated

Agreement Between Fulton Association of College Educators and

the Board of Trustees of Fulton-Montgomery Community College.
MF-$0.76; HC-$2.15. 33p.

ED 087 339
Bergen Community Coll., Paramus, N.J. Agreement between Bergen

Community College Faculty Association and Bergen Community
College Board of- Trustees July 1, 1973-June 30, 1976. MF-$0.76;

HC-$3.52. 52p.

ED 087 340
Bucks County Community Coll., Newtown, Pa. Agreement Between

Bucks County Community College.and Bucks County Community
College Federation of Teachers Local 2238, American Federation
of Teachers AFL-CIO 1973-75. MF-$0.76; HC-$2.15. 32p.

ED, 08'7 341 .

Central Michigan University, Mt. Pleasant, Michigan. Agreement
Between Central Michigan University and Central Michigan Uni-
versity District of Michigan Association of Higher Education. 111F-

$0.76; HC-$1.78. 24p.
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ED 087 342
Glen Oaks Community Coll. Centreville, Mich Agreement Between.

the Faculty Senate and Board of Trustees of Glen OaiV, Com,
munitv College, 1071,1. 'MF,S0 76 HC,5215 401'x'

ED 087 343
Burlington County Coll . Pemberton, N r Golleriwe Agreement by

and Between the Board of Truster; al the Burlington Conroy
College Facultv)dslotiatin, July 1, 1'172 to lune 30, 1074. ME.
$0.7k 171C44.72 90p

El) 087 345
Eric. CommunitI.- Coll Buffalo, N,Y Collective Bargaining Agrre,.

merit By and Between the Counts. of Erie and the Fatuity Federa
n of Fite Communitv Collego. \F $476. 11C-32.15. 40p

ED 87 346
Del Univ., Newark. Collet true Bargaintrig Agreement Cnteerittr.,

0 Dee/Ware and .drwreearr Avottation al rniIhrt PtilleOr%
Orin/ern/1,, of Delaware Chapter ME $076 HC-$1 78 14p

ED 087 347
Wayne State l`rtire, Detrutt, Math Agreement &a:ern Wa7vne State

University and the Wayne Vale Primers y Chapter of the Amen,
ran Assortatron of run-emit', Prnfewytyr 1MF,S4i76 ,, fiC,V 61 ")6p

ED 0R7 149
Sauk Valley Coll, Dixon. 111 Corwar AgrcemenT Retween the

Board of Junior College District No. and Sauk lielliry College,
Faculty Association 7tL 11(; -,52 1 "r 47p

.ED 087 351
Hawaii Untv,, Honolulu Proptved Ape Between the Hat nti

Federation of College 'readier. and Me fluo,f1,41,,, of thevan
.1 0716 1F$07ft. HC.$1 It I.

087 352
Southeastern Massachusetts 1, North Dartmouth Trove

Faculty FerieralPon ,,ipet'vfarne Swaithe'ep,I, vi May, nutmov ME
;0 76, HC-$2.15 29p

El) 088 305
()Aland 1.Truv 11.48 !WW1, Mu

land 0mo-rills; 71ta

tat Ag,reent.feit,, 197::,IFPZ? Oak,
SS t91 tr'41r.
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ED 088 306
B Ile Ile Area Coll , morartdurri of Understanding Between

the Board of Moires and farultv of Bellezalle Area College, Dis,
DIU NO 1 o73 . Ike:4 \IF WM, 11C,32 15. 28p..

ED 088 308
New Yotit. of Teat, Old- Weglauty Agreement Between New

York Instikae of Technology and Council of Metropolitan and
Old lifettbury COpters, Ameritan A%cot-iiition of (Fran eriity Pro.
temo4 ,N1E.$0.76, 171C.$1".;8 14p,

ED 088 311
Boston State Colt, Miss grecrrtrrrr Between the Board of Trustees

State-Collegesand the Boston ''fate College FattllEy Federation,
Ante-wait tederatron of Teachers I oral IOI r, AFL.CIO (April 3,
I 24 MF 4016, liC=St! t!",1 10p

ED 090 8(4
Rotgi. lvit4ed Agreeme 7Z,/975 Rutgers Fa-

afiti 1.7tithet4tu., 0,76, HC.$1 78 12p,

ED 101 619
E4+tern Mich. Vpsdantti Agreement Between Eastern Mich-

igan Unir our,.. anti the Eastern Afar higan Chapter of the Ameri-
can pi !vx.ladvm of ttst.epatv Professors, December .1974

FIC,_61. 62p.

ED 101 610
Adelphi Veils Gard N_Y, Colleaitie Bargaining Agreement

1l and Between I nitration of Adelphi Unwersity and
Adelphi rraivisitv Chapter, dmeritan .4.slonalion of Urri.tvertav

Proteor.. N11:10 76.:. 31 78. 24p.

ED 101 641
Watmter State Con., Mass. Agreement Between the Board of

Truqeei of Stole Colleges and the Worriester State College Faculty
federation, Local 2070, 4metuan Pederation of Teachers, 4FL

N.010 76 11C-561A I12p,

ED 101 642
.11;mathuie.gu5 Coll. of Art. Boston. AgreemAra Between- Board of

Trirtiees al sloe college,; and Massaatowtis College of Art Fairilty
federation Loral 2057, Ameritan bederatton of Teachers, AM.

C10 SIE$0 7& lit 13.5" 62p.
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ED 102 888
Wagner College, Staten Island, N.Y. Agreement Between Wagner

College and the Wagner College Chapter of the American Asso-
ciation of University Professors. MF-$0.76; HC-$3.52. 72p.

ED 102 889
Lowell State Coll., Mass. Agreement Between the Board of Trustees

of State C011eges of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts and the
Lowell State Cottle Faculty Federation AFT Local 2174 AFL-
CIO. MF-$0.761 HC-$2.15. 44p.

ED 102 890
Rider Coll., Trenton, N.J. Agreement 1974-1976 Between Rider Col-

lege and the Rider College Chapter of th'e American Association
of University Professors. MF-$0.76; HC-$3.61. 66p.

ED 102 897
New York. Agreement Between the State of New York and United

University Professions, Inc. MF-$0.76; HC-$3.61. 65p.

ED 102.899
Rhsode Island Coll:, Providence. Agreement Between Rhode Island

Board of Regents and Rhode Island College Ch Oa American
Federation of Teachers AFL-CIO, Local No. 19, 1974-75. MF-
$0.76; HC-$3.61. 60p.

ED 102 902
Saginaw Valley Coll., University Center, Mich. Contract Between

Saginaw Valley College and Saginaiv Walley College Faculty Asso-
ciation 1974-75. MF-$0.76: HC-$5.61. p.

ED 102 905
Franklyn Pierce Coll., Rindge, N.H. Agreertient Between Franklin

Pierce College and Rindge Faculty Federation (AFT). MF-$0.76;
HC-$2.15. 50p.

ED 102 915
Bryant Coll. of Business Administratibn, Smithfield, R.I. Agreement

Between Bryant College of Business Administration and the Bryant,
Faculty Federation, Local 1769, American Federation of Teachers,
AFL-CIO. MF-$0.76; HC-$1.78. 25p.

ED 102 925
Michigan State Univ., East Lansing. Agreement Between Michigan

State University and Lodge 141, Fraternal rder of Police, Michi-
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gan State University Division, July 1, 1974. MF-$0.76; HC-$8.61.

63p.

ED 102 929
Monmouth Coll., West Long Branch, N.J. Agreement Between Mon-

mouth College and the Faculty Association of Monmouth. College.
MF-$0.76; HC-$3.61. 60p. s 6

.

ED 103 068
.

Macomb County Community Coll., Warren, Mich. Agreement Be-,
tween Board of Trustees of the Community College District of the
County of Macomb and Macomb County Commiinity College
Faculty Organization: 1974-77. MF-$0.76; HC-$4.72. 90p.:

ED 104 190
Michigan State Univ., East Lansing. Agreement Between Michigan

Stale UniVersity and Local Union No. 1585 Affiliated withNMichi-

gan Council No. 7, AFSCME, AFL-C10. MF-$0.76; HC-$4.72. 78p,

ED 104 191
Michigan State Univ., East Lansing. Agreement Between Michigan

State University and Local 547, A, B, C International Union of
Operating Engineers, AFL-C10. MF-$0.76; HC-$3.71.: 66p.

ED 104 192
Michigan State Univ., East Lansing. Agreement Between Michigan

State University and Michigan. State University .E.niPloyees As,so-

elation, fuly 1, 1974-June W, 1976. MF-$0.76; $3.71. 631).

ED 104 193
Syracuse Univ., N.Y, Agreements Between, Syracuse University and

Syracuse University Employees' Union, Local .200 of the General
Service Employees' International Union. MF-$0.76; HC-$3.61. 68p.

ED 104 194
Dubuque Univ., Iowa. Corairactual .4greement Between the Faculty

Association of: the College of Liberal Arts of the University of
Dubuque and the University of Dubuque. MF-$0.76; HC42.15.

.31p,

ED 104 199
Mass. State Con_ System, Boston. North Adams giate College Instilu

tional Self-Evaluation Stitch Report, 17012 2 Appendix I; Agree-
ment Between the Board of Trustees of State Colleges and ":70rth
Adams State College Association, Mace Appendix 2-; Agreement
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Between the Board of Trustees of State Colleges and the North
Adams State College Mark Hopkins Faculty AssocMTA/NEA.
MF-$0.76; HC-$11.66. 204p.

ED 104 202
Jamestown Coll., N. Dak. Bargaining Agreement By and Between

the Board of Trustees of Jamestown College and the Jamestown
College Education Association. MF-$0.76; HC-$1.78. 16p.

ID 104 205
Regis Coll., Weston, Mass. Collective Bargaining 4greement 1975-77

Between Regis College and the Regis College Chapter of the Ameri-
can Association of. University Professors. MF-S0.76; HC-$1.78. 18p.

ED 104 207
Bridgeport Univ., Conn. Collective Bargaining Agreement By and

Between University of 'Bridgeport and University of Bridgeport
Chapter, American Association of University Professors. MF-$0.76;
HC-$2.15. 46p.

ED 104 217
Mass. State Coll. System, Boston. Agreement Between Board of

Trustees of State Colleges and the Fitchourg State College Educa-
tion Association, May 28, 1974 to June 30, 1976. MF-$0.76; HC-
$5.99. 124p.

ED 104 260
Fairleigh Dickinson Univ., Rutherford, N.J. Agreement Between Fair-

leigh Dickinson University and Fairleigh Dickinson University
Council of American Association of University Professors Chapters.
September 1, '1974-August 31, 1976. MF-$0.t6; HC-$8.62. 168p.

ED 104 277
Long Island Univ., Greenvale. N.Y., C W. Post Center. Agreement

Between Long Island University and, the United Federation of
College Teachers, Local 1460, American Federation of Teachers,
AFL-CfG. MF-$0.76; HC-$3.61. 75p.
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1974 Report, Still Available

The "Benefits Crisis" in Higher Education
Oscar T. Lenning

Proprietary Schools and Postsecondary Education
David A, Trivett

How Much Change for a Dollar? A Look at Title Hi
Harold L, Hodgksnson

kigher Education and the Steady State
Larry L. Leslie and Howard F. Miller, jr,

The Personalized System of Instruction: An Educa
Robert S. Ruskin

Faculty Workload: Facts, Myths and Cytnentan
Harold E. Yuker

Trends in Education for the Professions
G. Lester Anderson

Time Shortened Degrees
Charles W. Meinert

!ter tire

Private Colleges: Present Conditions and Future Rrospe.A.:
Carol Herrnstadt Shulman 7`
College Trustees: A QuestioN c 1....egintnao

I. L. Zwiugle aud )Villtarn F. maltale

Copies of any of the ;Wes :Wed 41,,,se 4/e atV13;.0...'e ri a/1;e

to the Publications beluirigient, .4/riet:..urt 4104.14:1-...n Sig, E.1%...11;9:-fs. Ome
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